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ABSTRACT

We study the importance of maternal subjective beliefs about the technology of skill formation in 
determining parental investments in child development. We describe our framework in three 
steps. First, we discuss the construction of the survey instrument we used to elicit maternal 
subjective beliefs. Second, we show how to convert the answers to the survey instrument into 
estimates of maternal subjective beliefs. Finally, we correlate maternal subjective beliefs with 
maternal investments in child development. We apply our framework to a unique dataset 
collected as part of an 18-month-long parenting stimulation program in Colombia, whose target 
population was low-income households with children aged 12 to 24 months at baseline and lasted 
18 months. In this program, home visitors paid weekly visits to randomly chosen households to 
improve mother-child interactions and other maternal behaviors that foster the development of 
children’s cognitive and non-cognitive skills. We show that most mothers believe that the 
technology of skill formation follows a Cobb-Douglas parameterization, but there is significant 
heterogeneity in coefficients of investments across mothers. In addition, mothers hold low 
subjective expectations, meaning they underestimate the returns on their investments. We also 
find that maternal subjective beliefs predict investments but that the program did not affect 
maternal subjective beliefs.
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1 Introduction

A large body of research shows that differences in cognitive and non-cognitive
skills across socio-economic groups appear early on in the lives of children and
remain stable once these children start school. This evidence includes studies from
developed countries, such as Cunha et al. (2006) in the United States, and develop-
ing countries, such as Rubio-Codina et al. (2015) in Colombia. Lags accumulated
in the first three years are substantial and have long-term consequences (see, for
example, Currie and Thomas (1999), Behrman et al. (2009) and Heckman et al.
(2010)).

There is also mounting evidence that development in the first 3 years of life
is malleable and, therefore, salient for interventions. Many effective interventions
have aimed at changing parenting practices to increase stimulation. The celebrated
Reach Up program has been proven to be effective in the short and long run (see
for instance Grantham-McGregor et al. (1991) for some of the short-run impacts
and Gertler et al. (2014) for the long-run ones). Similar evidence, from different
contexts, is accumulating.1

To better understand the impacts of these interventions and possibly design
new ones, it is essential to understand what makes them work and, in particular,
what drives parental behavior. Attanasio et al. (2014), for instance, show that a
large-scale adaptation of the Jamaica program in Colombia increased cognitive and
receptive language skills by 26% and 22% of a standard deviation, respectively. At-
tanasio et al. (2020) then argue that increased parental investments largely explain
the intervention’s short-run impacts. In particular, they report that both time spent
interacting with children and the number of didactic materials at home increased
by 30% and 23% of a standard deviation. Furthermore, through a careful media-
tion analysis that considers the endogeneity of investments, they show that these
increases can explain most of the impacts. The salient question, then, is: why do
parents targeted by these interventions increase and improve parental investment?

Home visitation programs and, more generally, stimulation interventions may

1In the United States, the literature reports considerable impacts of home visitation programs
when they were implemented in controlled, small-scale settings (Baker and Piotrkowski (1996),
Caldera et al. (2007), Olds et al. (1998), Eckenrode et al. (2010), Drotar et al. (2009)). More recently,
Michalopoulos et al. (2019) find more modest impacts of programs when implemented at a larger
scale. Their study estimates that home visitation programs improve the quality of the home envi-
ronment by 9% of a standard deviation but that these programs do not impact child development
as measured by expressive language and socio-emotional skills.
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influence parental investments through at least three channels. First, these inter-
ventions may shape parental behavior directly, presenting and encouraging parent-
child interactions conducive to positive development. According to this channel,
home visitation programs improve child development by inspiring parents to adopt
technologies of skill formation that are more efficient in promoting child develop-
ment. Second, some programs offer didactic materials that might increase the psy-
chic benefits that parents experience when interacting with their children. Third,
home visitors may provide, directly or indirectly, information to parents about the
importance of early parental investments for child development.

While the first two interpretations of home visitations’ successes explain them
appealing to provision of additional investment tools, the third interpretation in-
vokes a change in the perceived effectiveness of parental investment. According to
this channel, some parents may choose low levels of parental investments because
they expect returns to this investment to be low, which is consistent with anthropo-
logical and sociological studies in the US (Lareau (2003) and Putnam (2015)). In this
case, while all parents might care equally about the development and well-being of
their children, some parents might not be aware of the importance that some spe-
cific activities, such as talking and interacting in specific ways with a small child,
might have for their development. And yet, the findings in developmental science
indicate that early stimulation is essential for subsequent growth and that exposure
to language and meaningful interactions drive later outcomes. Under this hypoth-
esis, some parents, pursuing what Lareau (2003) defines “natural growth,” could
be making suboptimal parental investment choices.

The standard practice in economics to investigate what drives parental invest-
ment is to formulate and estimate (dynamic) optimization problems where parental
welfare depends both on their consumption and on children’s outcomes and where
parents “know” the functional form and parameters of the technology of skill for-
mation (Del Boca et al. (2013)). Within such models, parental investment is driven
by the nature of the technology of skill formation of human capital, financial re-
sources, the cost of investment in children, credit constraints, and by how much
parents care for their children. Because these models assume parents “know” the
technology of skill formation, these models are ill-suited to understand the impor-
tance of parental beliefs about the technology of skill formation in determining
parental investments in children.

We can easily extend the theory to allow for misinformation about the tech-
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nology of skill formation. Empirically, however, it is hard to provide credible es-
timates about the importance of misinformation because only under exceptional
circumstances can one separately identify preferences from beliefs (Manski, 2004).

One possibility to study parental behavior, without assuming that parents know
the nature of the process of child development or the technology of skill formation
of human capital, is to elicit directly parental beliefs about the process of child
development and, in particular, about the usefulness of parental stimulation and
investment and how these inputs interact with child development before investing.

In this paper, we elicit maternal subjective beliefs in a sample of poor mothers
in Colombia. We show how to convert the answers to a specific set of questions
into estimates of expected rates of returns on specific investments and then relate
these estimates to actual parental investment behavior.

We assume that mothers hold beliefs about the process of child development
and how it relates to a set of inputs, which we call the technology of skill formation.
While we consider likely determinants of child development, such as parental in-
vestment and an initial level of development, Still, we allow each mother to have
individual beliefs about the parameters of the technology of skill formation. In
particular, in our framework, we allow mothers to have the right or the wrong
expectation about the productivity of specific inputs.

For each mother in our sample, we recover the expectation about the returns
to parental investments. Furthermore we can identify and estimate the technology
of skill formation that describes the mothers’ beliefs expectations about the child
development process (given inputs). This estimation allows us to compare the
perceived productivity of the input considered to that estimate from objective data
on child development, parental investment, and other controls. Additionally, we
can investigate if there is heterogeneity in expectations about the returns to early
investments, what variables explain this heterogeneity in expected returns, if this
heterogeneity in expectations about returns predicts heterogeneity in parental in-
vestments, and if the parenting stimulation program influenced the heterogeneity
in expectations about returns to investment.

Our work is closely related to Cunha et al. (2013), who elicit maternal beliefs
about the technology of skill formation from disadvantaged mothers in Philadel-
phia, USA. As in that paper, we create scenarios of different inputs and ask moth-
ers to report expectations about child development for each scenario of the inputs.
However, we argue that our methods are more appropriate for researchers inter-
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ested in eliciting such beliefs from populations with limited literacy and cognitive
skills as our beliefs questions are far more straightforward than those used by
Cunha et al. (2013). Our new beliefs elicitation survey instrument, in turn, requires
us to develop new methods to analyze our data and to map maternal answers to
expectations about returns to parental investment.

Our paper makes four innovative contributions. First, we propose a new be-
lief elicitation tool. Much work went into designing, implementing, and validating
the measurement tool. We wanted a measurement tool that could be implemented
and used easily in a large-scale survey and, at the same time, allows researchers to
derive measures of subjective beliefs about the process of child development that
could be compared to actual data from the same population. From a measurement
point of view, our approach assumes that parents think that child development
over a given period depends on a child’s developmental status and parental invest-
ment. We, therefore, ask mothers to relate different scenarios of baseline develop-
ment and parental investment to certain developmental outcomes. In particular,
we consider high and low levels of baseline development and high and low levels of
parental investment. With these data, we can derive straightforward measures of
subjective expectation of investment returns under two different levels of baseline
development. We then put more structure in the data and devise an approach that
allows estimating the parameters of a subjective technology of skill formation for each
mother in the sample.

Second, in our data, we can objectively estimate the technology of skill forma-
tion. Therefore, we can quantify whether maternal subjective beliefs are biased (or
not) by comparing objective estimates with subjective beliefs. We find that maternal
subjective beliefs are downward biased and that most mothers have expectations of
returns to investments that are too low. Our findings, thus, mirror those of Boneva
and Rauh (2018), who elicited maternal returns about early and late investments
and found that mothers in the UK have low expectations about the returns to early
investments in children.

Third, we relate our maternal subjective to actual parental investments in our
data. We find that maternal subjective beliefs about investment returns correlate
significantly with actual investment behavior. As mentioned above, we estimate re-
turns to investments for two baseline development scenarios. We find evidence that
heterogeneity in both expectations predicts heterogeneity in parental investments,
but that the correlation is stronger for the subjective expectation of the return in
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“high” baseline development scenario.
Our final contribution is to assess whether or not the randomly assigned par-

enting stimulation program affected maternal subjective beliefs or not. Our result
is negative. The distribution of maternal subjective beliefs, elicited two years after
the end of the intervention whose impacts were measured in Attanasio et al. (2014),
is the same for control and treatment groups. This result is consistent with the fact
that Andrew et al. (2018) find no differences in parental investments (or in child
development) between the control and treatment groups one year after the end of
the program. Our study suggests that the lack of permanent effects on parental in-
vestments is because the program did not permanently change maternal subjective
beliefs.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the methodol-
ogy to elicit maternal subjective beliefs. Section 3 describes the context in which
our study was developed and describes the data we use. Section 4 presents some
evidence on the perceived returns. Section 5 discusses how to estimate subjective
and objective production functions of human capital. In section 6, we present our
empirical results of this estimation exercise. Section 7 is the conclusion. Section A
contains appendices that provide further details about our study.

2 Measuring child development, parental investment, beliefs.

When modelling the process of child development and its drivers, researchers typ-
ically work with latent variables, representing some abstract constructs, such as
different dimensions of child development or what is often referred to as ‘parental
investment’. A useful approach has been to relate formally the latent factors of
interest to available measures and obtain from the latter estimates of the former
that one can use in empirical analysis. Such relationships, or measurement systems,
under a set of assumptions and if enough measures satisfying such assumptions
are available, can be estimated. Such an approach then efficiently summarizes the
available measures tob obtain estimates of the relevant factors that can be used to
analyse structural models linking them (e.g., see Cunha et al., 2010).

Based on this approach to measurement, we design questions to elicit parental
beliefs about the process of child development. As we formalise below, we have
in mind a process that relates the initial level of development, parental investment,
and possibly other variables to subsequent development. In addition, we conjecture
that parents have their own beliefs about such a process, which we elicit through a
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series of questions presenting parents with a number of hypothetical scenarios.
In this section, we describe in detail both the approach we use to estimate the

latent factors of interest and the methods we use to construct hypothetical scenarios
to elicit parental beliefs. We will start with an intuitive description of our general
approach to eliciting parental beliefs and using these data. We then provide details
of the measurement systems we use to estimate the latent factors representing child
development and parental investment from the available data. These estimates are
later used to estimate an objective production function of child development. Here,
we also use them to construct hypothetical scenarios. We then describe how the
hypothetical scenarios are used to elicit parental beliefs. That subsection is fol-
lowed by one where we discuss the problem of establishing comparable metrics
between the latent factors that enter our models of child development and those
that determine parental beliefs.

2.1 An intuitive summary

To elicit individual beliefs about the process of child development, we present par-
ents (typically mothers) with scenarios characterised by different levels of invest-
ment and baseline development and ask them how much they expect a hypothetical
child to develop under these different scenarios. The answers to these questions
will then enable us to compute the perceived expected rate of return of specific
investment strategies under varying levels of baseline child development.

In the conceptual framework we use to model the process of child development,
this construct is represented by a latent variable Hi,a, which evolves as the child
ages. Such a variable, for child i aged a, Hi,a, depends on the initial develop-
ment a− 1, Hi,a−1, on parental investment, Xi, and other observed and unobserved
environmental factors, represented by a vector Zi and a variable εi, respectively.
Parental investment Xi can also be seen as another unobserved latent factor that
enters our model, which the following equation represents:

Hi,a = Fa(Hi,a−1,Xi,Zi, εi) (1)

The variable εi is unobserved by the researchers and, possibly, by the parents.
Henceforth in this paper, we refer to Hi,a and Hi,a−1 as subsequent and initial
development (or human capital), respectively.

In eliciting subjective parental beliefs about the process of child development,
we posit that mothers believe that, as in equation (1), child development at age
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a depends on child development in period a− 1, parental investments, and other
variables. However, we do not assume that mothers know the “true” process of
child development. Instead, if we denote with Ωi the information available to
mother i, we assume that the expected development by mother i, given a set of
inputs, is given by:

E[Hi,a|Ωi] = E[F̃a(Hi,a−1,Xi,Zi, εi)|Ωi] (2)

In what follows, we assume that the functional forms of Fa and F̃a are the same but
that their parameters might differ.

To elicit beliefs about the developmental process, we present mothers with sev-
eral “scenarios” - that is, pairs of parental investment Xi and initial development
Hi,a−1. We explicitly ask about a hypothetical child of a certain age and not their
own child or any other specific child. We chose this approach partly to avoid that
they would give answers too related to their own experience and, importantly, to
allow for the possibility that variables other than parental investment and baseline
development, that is Zi and εi in equation (1), enter the process of development.
The assumption is that the reference to a hypothetical child would induce respon-
dents to average across these variables. Then, for each scenario, we ask mothers
to report their expected child developmental outcomes. We therefore obtain the
expected level of development Ĥa that is induced by a specific scenario on X and
Ha−1, at average values of Zi and εi, as perceived by respondent i.

As we discuss below, we design four different scenarios for Ha−1 and X, corre-
sponding to “low” and “high” values of Ha−1 and X. Mothers are then asked about
the age at which the hypothetical child is able to achieve certain tasks under each
alternative scenario. We assume that respondents’ answers consider an average of
the Z and ε variables that enter equation (1). In analyzing these data, when we
compute returns to parental investment under different baseline development sce-
narios, we also need to assume that the average values of Z and ε do not change as
we move from one hypothetical scenario to another.

A first big challenge in the design of questions to elicit beliefs is how to create
the hypothetical scenarios representing different levels of Xi and Ha−1 and what
tasks can represent Ha. In this respect, it is important to identify situations or
variables that are salient for the parents and that are related to the relevant latent
factors. We assume that parents relate a number of observable variables (such as
language development for child development and toys for parental investment) to
the latent factors of interest.
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Therefore, our first step, described in detail in section 2.2, is to define the con-
nections between the latent factors that populate our model and the available mea-
sures, that is, a set of measurement systems. We assume that parents use similar
measurement systems, that is they relate some (and possibly) more observable
variables to the latent factors of interest.

The measurement systems we estimate play two roles in our exercise. On the
one hand, these systems aggregate the individual items of child development and
parental investment measures into continuous scores that we later use to estimate
the objective process of child development. On the other hand, we use them to
identify measures of development and parental investments, among thise that are
well understood by the parents, that relate well to the relevant latent factors. The
implicit assumption is that mothers use the same mapping from the relevant la-
tent variables (child development and investment) to observable variables that are
salient indicators of child development and parental investment.

As we want to compare the estimates of the process of children’s cognitive
development with parental beliefs, it is crucial that the developmental metric used
in the objective data is comparable to that used with the (subjective) beliefs data.
We discuss how these issues are addressed in section 2.3 below.

In section 2.4, we describe how we use the estimated measurement systems to
construct the scenarios. After designing the scenarios, which define the inputs in
the production function, we need to use them to create specific questions to elicit
respondents’ beliefs. We discuss this step in section 2.5. In addition, we then
describe how to convert, using again estimates from the measurement systems,
individual answers to the beliefs questions into values for the relevant factors. This
information is crucial because our estimates of parental beliefs derive from these
variables.

2.2 Mapping child development and parental investment into observables

As children reach different degrees of development, they become capable of per-
forming certain tasks, such as understanding and expressing certain words. There-
fore, the ability to perform a certain task is a marker of child development. Similar
considerations apply to the parental investment latent factor. We identify a number
of observable variables, such the availability of toys and the amount of time spent
by parents with the child in certain activities, that are assumed to be markers of
parental investment. We use these variables to estimate measurement systems for
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child development at different ages and for parental investment.
As mentioned above, the estimation of these measurement systems provides

estimates of the latent factors of interest that can be used to analyse the structural
model we consider. Furthermore, as we assume that mothers also use the same
markers as indicators of child development and investment, we can use these re-
sults for formulating the beliefs questions. Although the specific system that we
use to design the scenarios for the belief questions is slightly different from the
richer one we use to estimate the latent factors used in estimating the true pro-
duction function, the idea is substantially very similar: we assume that the child
development process, in reality or as perceived by mothers, is related to a set of ob-
servable variables. To identify which variables to use to define scenarios, we choose
the most informative and salient for parents. We note that to get estimates of the
relevant latent factors, we do not need to use all the measures that are relevant, but
a consistent estimate (affected by some measurement error) can be obtained from
a subset of them.

In order to relate observed variables to the abstract constructs that enter equa-
tions such as (1), we use relatively standard latent variable models, which, in some
cases, we extend to accommodate the nature of the data available and use all the
information we have efficiently. In particular, we assume that, corresponding to
each of the three latent factors lnHi,a, lnHi,a−1 and lnXi, we have a number of
observable indicators whose values are affected by one of the three latent variables
and some measurement error. For child development, we use a wide range of vari-
ables, including tests of children’s development and maternal reports. For parental
investment, we use information on materials and activities.

To be specific, consider the latent factor θi,j ∈ {Hi,a−1,Xi,Hi,a}. The index i
represents the child and the index j represents the specific factor considered: child
development at a (Hi,a) or parental investment (Xi). We express the relationship
between measure k, mkj

i , and latent factors, θi,j, as follows:

m
kj
i = gj,k(θi,j, zi,j, εki,j) (3)

where εki,j represents measurement error and zi,t are observable variables that can
potentially enter the relationship between child development and its markers in
equation (3). The superscript k represents the different measures we have for each
one of the latent factors. We discuss the specific measures we use in section 3.

Having estimated a model like (3) with a vast range of observed measures, it
is then possible to use the estimated parameters to estimate the unobservable la-
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tent factors. Note that estimates of the latent factors can be obtained even when
considering only a subset of the measurement variables used to estimate the more
general model. Moreover, and importantly, it is possible to identify available mea-
sures that are particularly informative about the various latent factors. These two
observations are key for the construction of the scenarios and for the use of the
subjective beliefs data.

In our application, we consider ‘dedicated’ systems, where a measurement
loads on a single factor, that is child development at a given age a− 1, (Hi,a−1),
and at the subsequent age a, (Hi,a), or parental investment (Xi). Moreover, each la-
tent factor θi,j can affect the available measures on its own or in combination with
some observable variables zi,t (such as gender).

For the available continuous measures, we use a log-linear functional form for
the measurement systems. In particular, we assume that the factor j registered by
measurement variable k, for child i or age t is determined by a single index:

m
kj
i,a = γ

kj
a,0 + γ

′kj
a,1zi,a + γ

kj
a,2θ

j
i,a + ξ

kj
i,a; j = 1, 2, 3; (4)

{θ1i,a, θ2i,a, θ3i,a} = {lnHi,a−1, lnHi,a, lnXi}.

where zi,a is a vector of observable variables, which are allowed to shift the index
mk
i,t. For binomial or discrete variables, we use the generalised IRT described in

Appendix A.1. We assume that the joint distribution of the unobservable factors θji
is a mixture of log-normals, while the measurement error ξkji,t is a normal random
variable, independent across different measures k. We estimate all the parameters
(subject to location and scaling parameters discussed in Section 2.3) and recover
the distribution of the latent factors.

2.3 Location and Scale of Child Development

As our conceptual framework deals with unobserved latent factors representing
child development (and parental investment) for which we have a number of mea-
sures or markers, we need to establish a cardinal metric for such factors. Choosing
a consistent and comparable metric is particularly important as we aim to com-
pare objective data and relationships on the process of child development to those
perceived by mothers. This section discusses the approach we use to develop a
comparable child development metric.

In our sample, we have several measures of child development, capturing differ-
ent dimensions of child development. We construct a cardinal metric by translating
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raw test scores into developmental age scores. We do so by running the following re-
gression using the data on the first two waves of the survey, which were collected
three years before the beliefs questions on the same respondents.

lnai = π
j
0 + π

j
1Y
j
i + u

j
i (5)

where, as before, ai is the age in months of child i, and Yji is the score obtained by
child i in dimension j. The specific scores are described in section 3.

With the estimates of the coefficients in equation (5), we can then construct
estimates of the developmental age of a generic child i for developmental dimension
j, who scores Yji

lndevageji = π̂
j
0 + π̂

j
1 × Y

j
i (6)

Notice that equation (6) converts the raw test score for dimension j into an
estimated log of the age-equivalent score. Such a measure has a location and a
scale that we can compare in the objective and subjective data. In addition, it is
invariant to monotonic transformations to the Yji score.

In our analysis, we then use each sub-scale available, converted in terms of
developmental age, as in equation (6), to estimate a measurement system for child
development. We use the log of age-equivalent of an expressive language score as
an anchor for the other measures of child development, meaning that we normalize
the intercept and slope of the measurement system in equation (4) to zero and
unity respectively for that variable. As a result, our factors of child development
lnHi,a−1 and lnHi,a have both the location and the scale of the (log) age-equivalent
expressive language score and, thus, have cardinality. This property is required in
the estimation of the technology of skill formation.

In contrast, the provision of cardinal metric for investments is easy because one
of the measurement variables for investments is the amount of time of interaction
between parents and children (as reported by the parent), which is cardinal.

This approach contrasts with that of Cunha et al. (2010), who obtain cardinality
by anchoring raw scores onto adult outcomes. The advantage of our approach is
that we can use the same cardinality to anchor not only child development scores
but also the maternal answers to questions designed to elicit subjective beliefs about
the process of child development without additional assumptions. Indeed, as we
show below, we elicit maternal subjective beliefs by asking mothers to report the
age they believe a hypothetical child will reach certain developmental milestones
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for each one of the scenarios of child development at the beginning of the period
and parental investments.

2.4 Hypothetical Scenarios

To elicit subjective beliefs about the process of child development, we have to define
the scenarios to be presented to parents to represent different points in the domain
of the production function of child development in equation (1). Analogously, we
also want to construct a description of potential outcomes of the same function. To
design such scenarios and potential outcomes, we use the measurement systems in
equation (3), as specified in equation (4) and estimated on the data from the first
two waves of the survey.

Our goal is to provide parents with concrete verbal descriptions of scenarios for
beginning-of-the-period child development (a−1) and parental investments, which
are the inputs of the technology of skill formation. Additionally, we aim to present
more salient, verbal descriptions of child development in the subsequent period or
age, a. Having estimated the measurement systems that map child development
(at different ages) and parental investment to the relevant latent factors, we identify
which items (of those available) are more salient for these latent factors.

We note that estimates of the measurement system not only provide a way to
choose a set of items to describe the scenarios but can also be used to compute the
values of initial level of development Hi,a−1 and investment Xi corresponding to
that that scenario, as well as the values of the outcomes Hi,a corresponding to the
answers given by the respondents to the beliefs questions. As mentioned above, the
metric (in terms of location and scale) used for the Hi,a−1 and Hi,a is comparable
to that used in the measurement system on the data on actual child development
(developmental age) discussed in section 2.3.2

Hypothetical Scenarios for Current and Future Child Development. As we ex-
plain in Section 3, we measure child development with various measures, which
we use to estimate the measurement systems for the child development factors at
different ages. Given estimates of the parameters of such systems, we identify the
most informative items among the available measures. In a system such as that in
(4), those will be the items with relatively high loading factors γkja−1,2, as they are
more effective in reflecting the influence of the unobservable latent factor.

2We provide further details in Appendix A.3.1.
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Furthermore, we choose items with different levels of γkja−1,0 to identify different
levels of development. For example, children with developmental delays can only
answer easy items correctly, that is, the items in which γkja−1,0 is low. In contrast,
children advanced in development can also answer correctly items in which γkja−1,0
is high.

We use this procedure to select the items to construct the scenarios that define
different initial development levels. In particular, parents are faced with a hypo-
thetical nine-month-old child who can say a specific set of words. The alternative
scenario is constructed by changing the group of words the hypothetical child can
say. For instance, when initial development is low, the nine-month-old child can
say (or understand) easy words (i.e., words with low γ

kj
a−1,0’s), but not difficult

words (i.e., words with high γ
kj
a−1,0’s). In contrast, when initial development is

high, the nine-month-old child can say both set of words. Given the set of words
that describe a scenario and the estimates of the measurement system, it is possible
to get an estimate of the level of development of a child described by a certain sce-
nario. That is, a given scenario defines a certain level of Hi,a−1. Again, the implicit
assumption is that the respondents use the same measurement system to relate the
level of child development to the items we use to define the scenario.

We use an analogous approach to describe the level of child development de-
velopment at age a, Ha,i, obtained under different scenarios for Xi and Ha−1,i. In
particular, using the measurement system estimated for age a, we identify items
that are particularly informative about the level of development at age a, Ha,i, that
is words with high loading factors,γkja,2, and ask at what age the hypothetical child
considered in a scenario will be able to say such words. We can then use the pa-
rameters of the measurement system and the appropriate metric to convert the
answers given by respondents into an index of development which is comparable
to that used to estimate the objective production function. As we discuss below, we
repeat these questions for groups of words with different levels of difficulty γkja,0.

Hypothetical Scenarios for Parental Investments. In addition to using estimates
of the measurement system for child development to define the scenarios for the
level of initial development, we also use them to define the possible outcomes for
future child development. Similarly to constructing scenarios for child develop-
ment at age a− 1, we use the estimated measurement system for parental investment
to identify items that seem to be particularly informative for this unobserved latent
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factor. As before, given a set of informative items, we can construct estimates of the
unobserved investment latent factor and then use a specific choice of items to build
scenarios which correspond to low and high levels of parental investment. Given
the observed distribution of parental investment in our data, we can infer to which
percentiles of this distribution a particular scenario correspond. Again, the implicit
assumption is that parents use the same measurement system to relate the items
described in the scenario to the parental investment factor.

The scenarios for parental investment were presented to the mothers in lami-
nated illustrated cards so that the verbal description could be reinforced with visual
stimulation. Figure A.2 in Appendix A.2 shows the vignettes used during the be-
liefs elicitation survey instrument, which are assumed to represent the item chosen
to define a scenario.

2.5 Beliefs Elicitation Survey Instrument

The instrument to elicit maternal beliefs provides mothers several hypothetical
scenarios s = (sh, sx), where sh is a scenario for Ha−1 for the level of initial de-
velopment and sx is a scenario for parental investment, X. The scenario pairs
s, constructed following the protocol in section 2.4, take value in the set S =

{(HLa−1,X
L), (HLa−1,X

H), (HHa−1,X
L), (HHa−1,X

H)}. Given these pairs, the beliefs elic-
itation survey instrument asks mothers to report the expected level of child de-
velopment at the end of the period, E [Hi,a|Ωi, s]. Specifically, for each of the four
scenarios we constructed, we asked the mother to report the age the hypothetical
child would start saying three sets of words. These sets, in turn, correspond to dif-
ferent difficulty levels: “easy,” “medium” and “hard” as determined by the value
of γkja,0 in equation (4). This protocol will yield, for each scenario about the level of
beginning-of-the-period development and parental investment, multiple measures
of the expected level of end-of-the-period child development E [Hi,a|Ωi, s]. These
multiple measures will allow us to investigate and address measurement errors in
maternal responses.

To record their answers, mothers used wooden tablets that contained several
strings with beads and markings of different ages (from 9 to 48 months) at the top.
Figure A.3 in Appendix A.2 shows the scenarios s ∈ S used in the tablets for which
the mothers reported the age the hypothetical child would start saying each set of
words. The tablet has a string with a bead for each set of words and a scenario.
The mother was asked to put the bead at the age at which the hypothetical child
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could say a specific set of words under a given scenario. At the end of the exercise,
each mother was presented with two wooden tablets (left and right diagrams from
Figure A.3) with the 12 strings and beads and was asked whether she would want
to revise any of the questions.

Consistency (in that easier words - or high investment - should correspond to
earlier ages) was not forced. However, we trained the mothers to use the wooden
tablets with some practice questions before asking the elicitation questions. They
were asked at what age a hypothetical baby (aged six months) would start to crawl,
walk and run using two different scenarios in terms of nutrition (low and high).
During these practice questions, the interviewer would point out inconsistencies if,
for instance, the mother would indicate that the hypothetical baby would start to
run before starting to crawl or that a malnourished child (low nutrition) would run
before a well-fed one. The point of this exercise was to familiarise the mothers with
an instrument that is not standard in fieldwork, especially with a population with
low levels of education. Appendix A.2 describes in detail this procedure, which we
chose after extensive piloting.

2.6 Returns to parental investment

As mentioned above, the questionnaire that elicits individual beliefs about child
development asks the respondents at which age a hypothetical child will be able
to say three sets of words under different scenarios of parental investments and
initial child development. Given that, a simple estimator of the subjective expected
returns to parental investment, conditional on the level of the beginning-of-the-
period child development, is the average gain in months between the high and
low investment scenarios across the three sets of words considered as outcomes.
A child exposed to high levels of parental investment will probably be able to
say certain words earlier than a child exposed to a lower level. The subjective
beliefs questions, therefore, can yield two sets of such measures of expected return,
one for each level of initial development. The fact that the questions are posed
about three possible three sets of words (hard, medium, and easy) provides several
measures of such returns. The answers can then be scaled and combined using
the developmental age discussed in Section 2.3 and express the return in terms of
gains in developmental age.

The approach we propose is to express subjective expected returns to parental
investment in terms of an (error-ridden) measure of the latent factor with which
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we represent child development and that, in what follows, we use to inform and
influence parental investment in a structural model of parental behavior. To put
these ideas more formally, in the model we discuss below, we represent the subjec-
tive maternal expectation about child development at age a, Hi,a, as the subjective
expectation of such factor, conditional on individual information and its determi-
nants, considered in equation (1), Xi and Hi,a−1, E[Hi,a|Ωi,Hi,a−1,Xi].

If we denote with Ĥqi,a(Hi,a−1,Xi) a measure of the subjective belief about the
expected development held by mother i given inputs Hi,a−1 and Xi, the answers to
our questions will provide the following quantities:3

Ĥ
q
i,a(H

k,j
i,a−1,X

k,j
i ) = E[Hi,a|Ωi,H

k,j
i,a−1,X

k,j
i ] + vq,k,j

i ; j, k = L,H; q = e,m,h (7)

where vq,k,j
i is a measurement error, Hk,j

i,a−1,X
k,j
i represent the arguments of the

production function in equation 1, and the superscript q refers to the different sets
of words. The subscript i refers to a mother in our sample.

Each of the measures obtained from the answers to the subjective beliefs ques-
tions and the measurement system utilised to design the scenarios, provides an
estimate, affected by measurement error, of the subjective expectations about factor
Hi,a for the hypothetical child in each hypothetical scenario. Given these estimates,
we can obtain, for low and high level of initial development, three estimates of
the subjective returns to parental investment, each affected by some measurement
error:

r
i,q
a,Hk

= Ĥiqa (H
k
a−1,X

H) − Ĥiqa (H
k
a−1,X

L); k = H,L, q = e,m,h (8)

After computing the specific rates of returns implied by different scenarios, the next
step is to add some additional structure to the our model and assume that mothers
share the specification of the production function we specify, but not necessarily
with the same parameters. We discuss these two final step in Section 5.

3 The Data: Origin and Content

This section presents the basic data we use in our study. We start discussing the
data origin and then describe the measures of child development and parental
investment contained in the data.

3As discussed above the answers to the beliefs questions are expressed in terms of developmen-
tal age, as mentioned in section 2.3 and detailed in Appendix A.3.1, using developmental age as a
metric that makes it comparable to the measures used to estimate the objective production function.
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3.1 The Evaluation of a Parenting Stimulation Program

As mentioned above, the data were collected to evaluate the impact of a parenting
stimulation program to foster the development of young children living in low-
income families in Colombia. The program’s basic structure was guided by the
Jamaica study of early years parenting stimulation by Sally Grantham-McGregor
(see Grantham-McGregor et al. (1991)). A Randomised Controlled Trial (RCT) in
Colombia was designed to evaluate the effect of two different interventions and
their combination, using a 2× 2 design. The first treatment was a parenting stim-
ulation program delivered through weekly home visits to stimulate the child and
involve the caregiver and child in a number of structured visits, while the second
was a nutritional supplementation.

The parenting stimulation program employed community women and used the
infrastructure of an existing welfare program to deliver the stimulation compo-
nent to test a scalable version of the program. The Jamaica curriculum (Reach-Up)
was adapted to the Colombian context. The original curriculum promoted child
development in an integrated manner (i.e., language, cognitive, motor and socio-
emotional skills). It did so by encouraging caregivers to explore daily routine ac-
tivities to teach their children. The curriculum was based on picture books to stim-
ulate conversation, puzzles, cubes/blocks, toys from recycled materials, language
games, and songs.

The evaluation sample included 1,429 children aged 12-24 months at baseline
living in 96 semi-urban towns. The randomisation, over the four groups (Stim-
ulation, Micronutrient Supplementation, Stimulation plus Supplementation, and
Control) was done across towns to avoid contamination of the control group.

The parenting stimulation program significantly impacted various outcomes,
which are discussed in Attanasio et al. (2014). This study used two surveys on the
children in the evaluation sample and their primary caregiver: the baseline survey
collected before the program started in 2009-2010 (children aged 12-24 months) and
a first follow-up survey collected 18 months after the baseline, at the end of the pro-
gram, in the last few months of 2011. In the baseline and first follow-up surveys,
data were collected to measure children’s cognitive, language, and socio-emotional
skills as well as height, weight, hemoglobin, and morbidity. Parental investments
were measured with data on food intakes, childcare arrangements, didactic materi-
als, parent-child interactions, and time use. Finally, data on primary caregivers and
other household members were collected using a general household survey. These
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included data on socioeconomic status, education, labour supply, time use, repro-
ductive history, health conditions, depression, knowledge of parenting, parenting
practices, and the home environment, among others.

Attanasio et al. (2020) show an increase in parental investment essentially ex-
plained these early impacts on child development. One possibility to justify such
an increase, caused by a program that did not provide parents with any resources,
is that the program changed parental beliefs about the process of child develop-
ment. Data on parental beliefs and their relation to parental investment can be
instrumental in investigating such a hypothesis. More generally, we can relate data
on parental beliefs to parental investment, both as a way to validate our novel
measures and to investigate the role that beliefs play in investment choices.

About two years after the end of the program, the children and their fami-
lies that participated in the study were contacted to collect information on the
medium-run impacts of the program, which are described in Andrew et al. (2018).4

The second follow-up, which happened in the fall of 2013, included, among other
things, a survey instrument to elicit parental beliefs about the process of child de-
velopment, designed along the lines we describe in Sections 2.4 and 2.5. The survey
instruments were administered to the primary caregivers, mostly mothers. In what
follows, we refer to parental subjective beliefs as maternal subjective beliefs.

3.2 Measures of Child Development and Parental Investments

In this subsection, we summarize the measures of child development and parental
investments collected in the evaluation study’s baseline and first follow-up surveys.
Details on these data are essential for this paper as we used them to design the
beliefs elicitation survey instrument we describe in Section 2.5 and to estimate the
parameters of the objective process of child development, which we then compare
to the beliefs data.

To assess child development, we used Bayley Scales of Infant and Toddler Devel-
opment, Edition III (BSI-III, Bayley, 2006) and the short versions of the MacArthur-
Bates Communicative Development Inventory (MLI, Jackson-Maldonado et al., 2012).
We use these instruments from the baseline and the first follow-up surveys to es-
timate (the log of) beginning- and end-of-the-period child development, or lnHi,0
and lnHi,1, respectively.

4Andrew et al. (2018) report a fade-out of the program’s effects on measures of child develop-
ment and parental investment.
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The BSI-III is considered the gold-standard assessment of child development
for children under 42 months. It measures cognition, expressive and receptive
language, and fine and gross motor skills. For our analysis, we use the subscales
that relate to expressive and receptive language and cognition.

The MLI has three versions which depend on the child’s age. The MLI-I is ap-
propriate for children aged between 8 to 18 months old. For each of 104 words
prompted by the interviewer, the parent reports if the child “understands and says
the word,” “understands, but does not say the word,” or “neither understands
nor says the word.” The MLI-II is appropriate for children aged between 19 to 30

months old. For each of the 100 words prompted by the interviewer, the parents
report if the child “says the word” or “does not say the word” asked by the in-
terviewer. Both of these were collected at baseline. The MLI-III is appropriate for
children aged between 31 and 48 months old. For each of the 100 words prompted
by the interviewer, the parents report if the child “says the word” or “does not say
the word” asked by the interviewer. The MLI-III was collected in the first follow-up
survey.

There are several important differences between the MLI and the BSID-III. First,
the former is based on parental reports, while the latter is scored based on direct
observation of the subject child. Second, the MLI was usually administered at the
primary caregiver’s house by the interviewer that collected the household survey,
while the BSID-III was administered in community centers by a trained evaluator.

To assess parental investments, we used the UNICEF Family Care Indicator
instrument (FCI, Frongillo et al. (2003)), which corresponds to Xi in our model, and
we use the data collected in the follow-up one. This instrument contains questions
about the types and number of play materials used by the child as well as the
types and frequency of play activities. The data reflect the interactions between
the primary caregiver (mostly the mother) and the child. A third source of data,
directly reported by parents, measures the amount of time parents interact with
children on a given day.

3.3 Scenarios and parental beliefs

As discussed in Section 2.5, the scenarios used as a starting point for the beliefs
elicitation model were constructed using the estimates of the measurement sys-
tems for child development and parental investment estimated from the available
measures.In total, we consider four scenarios for the hypothetical child. They corre-
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spond to “low” and “high” values of parental investment and beginning-of-period
child development. In Figure 1, we plot the density function of the factor repre-
senting developmental age and parental investment. The dotted lines in the figure
represents the ‘low’ and ‘high’ levels of the factor considered. The figure gives
an idea of the part of the domain of the two inputs of the function in (2) that are
covered by the scenarios.

Figure 1: Distribution of the initial conditions and parental investment factors and
of positions of the scenarios
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For each of the four scenarios, mothers were asked questions about the age at
which the hypothetical child would be able to use the three different set of words
(easy, medium, and hard). Therefore, for each scenario, we have three measures
of the outcome of the perceived process of child development. Table 1 reports
the mean, standard deviation, and range of the answers to the twelve questions in
the beliefs elicitation survey instrument presented in two wooden tablets (left and
right diagrams from Figure A.3). For each scenario, s ∈ S, we report the relevant
statistics for the easy, medium, and hard words. For instance, in the first row, we
see that on average, mothers think that a child with ‘low development‘ at nine
months and exposed to “low”’ parental investment, start saying easy words at 18.4
months.

There is a considerable amount of variability in the answers the mothers pro-
vide. The coefficient of variations for all twelve questions is between 0.3 and 0.4.
The mean for easy words is below that of medium ones for each scenario, which,
in turn, is below that of hard words. Furthermore, the means for the low levels of
parental investment are always above those for high. In addition, the means for
low levels of beginning-of-the-period child development are above the correspond-
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Table 1: Expected Endline Development by Scenarios of Baseline Development and
Parental Investment

VARIABLES Mean St. Dv. Min Max

Low Baseline
Low Investment

easy 18.2 6.3 9 48

medium 23.3 7.3 10 48

hard 29.3 8.8 11 48

Development High Investment
easy 15.6 5.5 9 48

medium 19.9 6.5 9 48

hard 24.8 8.0 10 48

High Baseline
Low Investment

easy 14.2 4.5 9 45

medium 17.8 5.4 9 47

hard 22.1 7.0 10 48

Development High Investment
easy 13.4 5.0 9 46

medium 16.6 5.6 9 48

hard 20.2 7.0 9 48

Maternal Answers. Observations: 1112.

ing means for high levels of the same variable. As our interviewers did not force
these consistencies on respondents, this evidence suggests that, on average, parents
believe that the technology of skill formation is an increasing function of inputs.
While a few individuals may be inconsistent, they do not affect the means.

The next step in our analysis of the beliefs data consists in translating the out-
comes we elicit (the age at which a child can say different words) into an index
of development, following the steps of the procedure we described in Section 2.3.
Following that procedure allows us to convert the answers to the beliefs questions
into the expected developmental age for each of the four scenarios (and for each of
the three sets of words).

As we have three different estimates of the perceived developmental age for each
s ∈ S corresponding to the set of words, {q = e,m,h}, we consider their average.
In Figure 2, we plot the four density distributions of the (log of) average develop-
mental ages corresponding to the four scenarios. Consistently with the evidence in
Table 1, the distribution of developmental ages moves to the right as we move from
the worst scenario (low child development at the beginning of the period and low
investment) to the best one (high child development at the beginning of the period
and high investment). Analogously, when moving from low to high child develop-
ment at the beginning of the period keeping investment constant or moving from
low to high investment keeping child development at the beginning of the period
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Figure 2: Maternal Beliefs of Child Development
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constant, the distribution also moves to the right.

4 Returns to parental investment

We start this section by presenting descriptive evidence on the perceived returns
to investment we have elicited in our study. Next, we validate these measures by
investigating whether or not they predict parental investment in two survey waves.

4.1 Subjective returns

We can compute subjective maternal beliefs about the returns to parental invest-
ment by using the answers to the basic questions. For each respondent, we can
compute the returns from moving from “low” to “high” parental investment, as
expressed in equation (8), which we reproduce here.

r
i,q
a,Hk

= Ĥiqa (H
k
a−1,X

H) − Ĥiqa (H
k
a−1,X

L); k = H,L, q = e,m,h, (8)

This measure of the subjective expectation about the productivity of parental in-
vestment can be computed for low and high scenarios of baseline development.
Moreover, for each scenario of baseline development, we can calculate the return to
parental investment for each set of words: easy, medium, and hard, {q = e,m,h}.
Finally, we can express these returns in terms of the ages at which the hypothetical
child starts saying a certain set of words under the high and low parental invest-
ment scenario or in terms of developmental age, as sketched in Section 2.3.
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Figure 3: Subjective expectations about the returns to parental investment for High
and Low baseline development
Months
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We start describing the returns obtained in terms of the gains in months, that
is, before conversion to developmental age. Figure 3 plots the sample distributions
of returns to parental investment for words of medium difficulty, {q = m}, con-
ditional on low (dashed line) and high (solid line) levels of baseline development.
The latter is clearly to the right of the former. A similar picture is obtained by com-
puting the returns using other difficulty levels separately or exploring an aggregate
measure such as their average. The means and standard deviations of the distri-
bution of subjective returns are reported in Table 2, which shows that the mean
return is a decreasing function of baseline development for all difficulty levels of
the words. The fact that mothers, on average, seem to think that the investment
return is higher when baseline development is low is a robust result which we
discuss further below.

We note that there are a few mothers for whom the subjective return on invest-
ment is negative, signaling probably a problem in understanding the questions. As
seen in Table 2, however, the return is negative for a relatively small fraction of the
sample: for medium words, which register the highest fraction of negative returns,
it is about 13% and 16.7% in the case of the low and high scenarios of baseline
development, respectively.

Having translated for each mother and scenario the expected outcome in terms
of developmental age, we can, again, compute the returns to investment under low
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Table 2: Returns to Parental Investment by set of words

VARIABLES Mean Std. Dev. % of
neg. values

Easy words Low Initial Development 0.16 0.26 13.4
High Initial Development 0.07 0.23 15.4

Medium words Low Initial Development 0.16 0.24 13.4
High Initial Development 0.08 0.21 17.5

Hard words Low Initial Development 0.17 0.22 12.1
High Initial Development 0.10 0.20 16.6

Observations: 1112.

Figure 4: Returns to Parental Investments for Low and High Initial Development
scenarios
Developmental age
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and high beginning-of-the-period child development. We plot the density for these
returns in Figure 4. The graphs for the two returns are, not surprisingly, similar
to those for the returns obtained directly from the beliefs data expressed in terms
of months, which we plotted in Figure 3. The sample returns expressed in terms
of developmental age are less dispersed. The returns when baseline development
is high are, on average, higher than the returns when the baseline human capital
is low. A possible interpretation of this finding is that the mothers in our sample
think of parental investment as a remedial action which is particularly useful when
a child has developmental problems. Furthermore, a small fraction of mothers
appear to have negative expected returns. In the rest of the paper, we use this
definition of returns, expressed in terms of developmental age.
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As shown in Table 1, maternal subjective beliefs are substantially heterogeneous
in our sample. Table 2 and Figures 3 and 4 show that this heterogeneity is also
reflected in views about the returns to parental investment. As these measures are
novel, we investigate how they correlate with mothers’ characteristics and parental
investment to validate them.

In Table 3, we relate subjective expected returns for low and high scenarios of
baseline development to the respondent mothers’ socioeconomic characteristics. In
our data, in addition to standard information, such as the age and education of the
mothers, we have a wealth of other variables. In the table, we report the results
obtained by regressing subjective expected returns (under low and high scenarios
of baseline development) on age, two education dummies (indicators for primary
or secondary education, with the no-education being the excluded group), the CES-
D index of depression, the score in the Raven progressive matrices test taken by the
mothers, and an indicator for the child’s gender (i.e., a dummy for males). In the
second and fourth columns, we also add a dummy that identifies mothers living
in villages targeted by the stimulation intervention we described briefly in Section
3.1.

Of the variables considered, the only one that appears to be significantly related
to the expected returns on parental investment is the score in the Raven tests,
indicating that women with higher Raven tests have higher expected returns to
maternal investment, both for low and high scenarios of baseline development.

Attanasio et al. (2014) have shown that the parenting stimulation program eval-
uated with the first two waves of the survey we are using had an impact on sev-
eral measures of child development, including cognition and language. Attanasio
et al. (2020), analyzing the mechanisms that generated such impacts, argued that a
significant increase in parental investment triggered by the parenting stimulation
program explained these effects. A possible explanation of these results could be
that the increase in parental investment was driven by a shift in maternal beliefs
about the nature of the developmental process.

The results in Table 3 show that this is not the case, at least a few years af-
ter the parenting stimulation program was finished. The parenting stimulation
program does not seem to affect the mean of expected returns. Using the beliefs
data, we plot the densities of subjective expected returns for low and high levels
of beginning-of-the-period child development for the randomly assigned control
or parenting stimulation groups. Figure 6 shows the densities of subjective ex-
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Table 3: Returns to Child Development on Investment and SE characteristics

VARIABLES Return to Low Initial Return to High Initial
Development Development

Mother’s age 0.001 0.001 0.000 0.000

(0.001) (0.001) (0.000) (0.000)

Mother’s education -0.004 -0.004 0.002 0.003

(primary) (0.015) (0.015) (0.013) (0.013)

Mother’s education -0.009 -0.008 0.015
∗

0.016
∗

(secondary and more) (0.018) (0.017) (0.009) (0.009)

Mother’s depression -0.006 -0.006 0.003 0.003

(CES-D) (0.012) (0.012) (0.008) (0.008)

Mother’s IQ 0.015
∗∗

0.015
∗∗

0.018
∗∗∗

0.018
∗∗∗

(standardized Raven’s score) (0.007) (0.007) (0.004) (0.004)

Dummy for Male (child) -0.014 -0.014 -0.007 -0.006

(0.012) (0.012) (0.007) (0.007)

Child’s age -0.020 -0.020 0.008 0.008

(0.024) (0.023) (0.018) (0.018)

Wealth index -0.003 -0.003 0.011
∗∗

0.011
∗∗

(standardized) (0.007) (0.007) (0.004) (0.004)

Treatment Assignment (dummy) 0.002 0.006

(0.013) (0.009)
R2 0.008 0.008 0.043 0.043

F 1.574 1.398 3.874 3.546

Observations 1112 1112 1112 1112

Standard errors (in parentheses) are clustered at municipality level, ∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.



pected returns in the two groups are virtually identical regardless of the scenario
of baseline development.

Figure 5: Subjective Expected Returns to Investment and Parenting Stimulation
Program
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We stress that the beliefs data were collected only in the second follow-up sur-
vey. Andrew et al. (2018) report that, at that point, the effects of the parenting
stimulation program on parental investment (and on child development measures)
had faded out. Therefore, any impact on subjective beliefs had possibly faded out,
too. To explore this possibility and validate our belief measures, we now analyze
associations between parental investment and parental beliefs.

4.2 Does Parental Investment Vary with Maternal Subjective Beliefs?

Having obtained measures of parental beliefs from questions referring to a hypo-
thetical child, we relate them to actual parental investment. We start by considering
investment as a function of its possible determinants, including its perceived returns.
We consider returns conditional on “low” and “high” baseline development sce-
narios separately.

As mentioned above, we have three measures of the subjective returns to in-
vestment, one corresponding to each set of words {q = e,m,h}. The availability of
these multiple measures of the same variable can help account for measurement
error.
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Table 4: Investment and Returns on Investment

VARIABLES OLS OLSa OLSa IV IVa IVa

Inv. Return: Low -0.500 -0.141 -0.140 -0.221 -0.170 -0.172

Baseline Development (0.305) (0.150) (0.146) (0.155) (0.150) (0.145)
Inv. Return: High 1.457

∗∗∗
0.565

∗∗
0.560

∗∗
1.109

∗∗∗
0.536

∗∗
0.523

∗∗

Baseline Development (0.407) (0.220) (0.214) (0.104) (0.208) (0.203)
Treatment Assignment 0.165

∗
01642

∗

(0.087) (0.088)
Controls yes yes yes yes
R2 0.008 0.135 0.146 0.005 0.132 0.138

F p-value 0.002 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Observations 1112 1112 1112 1112 1112 1112

a Regression controls by mother’s age, education, depression (CES-D) and IQ (standardised Raven’s score) as well as gender and age of the child and wealth index (standardised).

b Regression controls also by a dummy for the treatment assignment.

Standard errors (in parentheses) are clustered at municipality level, ∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.

We run two different specifications. In the first, we use the average of the three
measures of returns (both for a low and high baseline development scenarios), with
the idea that possible measurement error in the three measures could average out.
In the second specification, we use returns as measured by the ability of the hypo-
thetical child to use hard words and use the other two measures of returns (i.e., the
ability to say easy and medium words) as instruments. For both specifications, we
report a simple regression that does not include any other variable and another that
contains controls for the possible determinants of parental investment, including
the mother’s age, education, depression, and Raven scales.

We compute the latent investment factor factor by first constructing two latent
factors from individual items, representing time and material investment. We then
aggregate them into a single investment factor using an additional factor analysis.
We stress that the investment data come from the second wave of the survey, which
was collected at the end of the stimulation intervention. As mentioned above, we
also note that the parenting intervention that motivated the data collection had
just finished before the second wave and was shown to have a significant effect on
parental investment, while that effect petered out in the third wave. The data on
beliefs, instead, were collected on the same households, in the third wave of the
survey, collected more than 2 years after the second.

In Table 4, we report the results obtained using both the approach of averaging
across the three measures of returns we have for low and high initial conditions
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and the one of using an IV strategy, where two of the measures are used as an
instrument for the third. For each of these approaches we first include only the
two measures of return and then add a number of control variables, reflecting
parental background and wealth, as well as, in column 3 and 6, a dummy for the
treatment.

We notice that the using OLS on the mean of the three measures does not yield
results dramatically different from the IV approach. While the coefficient on the
return to investment under low initial condition is never statistically different from
zero (with the point estimate being negative) the coefficient on the return under
high initial conditions is positive (as one would expect) and significantly differ-
ent from zero. These results indicate that parent with higher expected returns to
investment invest more in their children.

The size of this coefficient is reduced greatly by the consideration of additional
variables, but it is still significantly different from zero. Furthermore this result is
not affected by the consideration of a dummy variable indicating the presence in
the village of the stimulation intervention Such a variable is mildly significant.

The coefficient on the return to low baseline development scenario, instead
never becomes significantly from zero and its point estimate remain negative. Nei-
ther the size nor the precision with which these coefficients are estimated is affected
by the introduction of control variables or the use of IV.

These results constitute a crucial validation exercise for our belief measures. We
find that some of our measures of subjective beliefs predict parental investment.
To an extent, this is true for parental investment measured at the same time as the
parental beliefs and for parental investment (performed by the same respondents)
at a different point in time.

5 Expected Returns to Parental Investment and Technologies of
Skill Formation: subjective and objective views

The associations between parental investment and data derived from the beliefs
questions we have estimated in the previous section are very simple. We regress
parental investment on a measure of expected returns (expressed in months) un-
der different initial conditions and take into account the possible presence of mea-
surement error in perceived returns either by averaging across multiple measures
associated to the same latent factor or using some of the measures as instruments
for the others, under the assumption that the measurement error is uncorrelated
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across different measures.
In this section, we put more structure on the beliefs data we elicited. In partic-

ular, we show how to use the subjective maternal beliefs data to estimate, under
certain assumptions, the parameters of a subjective technology of skill formation for
each respondent. We also briefly discuss how we estimate the parameters of an
objective technology of skill formation , that we can then compare to the parameters of
the subjective production functions.

5.1 Estimation of the Subjective Technology of Skill Formation

As we mentioned in Section 2.4, the scenarios and the potential outcomes we pre-
sented to the mothers in our sample were determined with the help of measure-
ment systems estimated on data on child development and parental investments.
The estimates of these measurement systems allow us to compute the scores of
baseline development (Hsha−1) and parental investment (Xsx) corresponding to each
scenario s ∈ S. Furthermore, the same applies to Hi,a,s,q, q ∈ {e,m,h}, which we
treat as three measures of the same (unobserved) expected child development at
age a conditional on a given scenario s, as perceived by respondent i.

We assume mothers know the “right” functional form for the technology of skill
formation but not necessarily the “right” parameters. Therefore maternal reports
of Hi,a,s,q, q ∈ {e,m,h} are error-ridden measures of the left-hand side of the
equation (2), implied by the subjective technology of skill formation, which we
reproduce here with a specific functional form, for a given scenario s:

E[lnHi,a|Ωi,Hi,a−1,Xi] =µi,0 + µi,1 lnHi,a−1 + µi,2 lnXi+ (9)

µi,3[lnHi,a−1 lnXi] + E[εi|Ωi,Hi,a−1,Xi]

In eliciting maternal beliefs, we ask mothers to think of a hypothetical child,
not their own children. Furthermore, we associate this child with hypothetical
scenarios of child development at a certain age and parental investment. Therefore,
from the mother’s point of view, the conditional expectation in equation (9) refers
to a ‘typical’ child in their environment The reference to this hypothetical child
implies that the intercept µi,0 captures, in addition to beliefs about the intercept
of the technology of skill formation, the average level of determinants of child
development, Z̄i. Similar considerations can be made for the shock εi, so that it is
not strictly necessary to assume that E[εi|Ωi,H

sh
a−1,X

sx ] = 0, which implies that the
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scenarios s ∈ S are uncorrelated with shocks εi. We can think of such an average
as a fixed effect that is absorbed in µi,0, like the average of the variables Z that are
not considered in the scenarios.

In equation (9), we make explicit the dependence of development at age a on
parental investment and development at age a− 1 because they vary counterfactu-
ally across the scenarios used to elicit beliefs.

When we consider the answers to the beliefs questions for a given scenario s,
we can re-write equation (9) as:

lnHi,a,s,q =µ0,i + µ1,i lnHsha−1 + µ2,i lnXsx + µ3,i
[
lnHsha−1 lnXsx

]
+

E[εi|Ωi,H
sh
a−1,X

sx ] + ηi,a,sx,sh,q; sh, sx = H,L (10)

The residual ηi,a,sx,sh,q reflects measurement error in eliciting beliefs. It is natural to
assume that the shocks to child development εi are uncorrelated with the variables
considered in the scenarios, conditional on the information available to parents.

E[εi|Ωi,Hi,a−1,Xi] = E[εi|Ωi] ∀ Hi,a−1 and Xi.

This assumption is made for the hypothetical child, and it is reasonably mild be-
cause the scenarios are constant across mothers. The identification and estimation
of the parameters of the subjective production function are conceptually very dif-
ferent from the same tasks relating to its counterpart in the objective technology
of skill formation. The analysis of the subjective technology of skill formation us-
ing answers to the questions we designed does not require researchers to address
the endogeneity of parental investment because it uses exogenous counterfactual
variation across investment scenarios that do not vary across mothers. In contrast,
recovering the parameters of the objective technology of skill formation requires
using data on actual parental investments, which correlate with variables that par-
ents know, but the econometrician does not observe.

Equation (10) can be seen as a factor model where the µi’s are the factors and
where the factor loadings are known. For each mother in our sample, we have
twelve data points that we can use to estimate mother i’s subjective expectations
about the parameters in the technology of skill formation. We can then estimate,
for each individual, the vector {µ̂i,0, µ̂i,1, µ̂i,2, µ̂i.3} by running an Ordinary Least
Squares (OLS) regression separately for each mother in our sample. Alternatively,
we can improve the precision of the individual-level estimates by using the Swamy
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(1970) estimator, described in the detail in Appendix A.3. Regardless of the method
used, we stress that the subjective production functions vary in the cross- section.

5.2 Estimation of the Objective Technology of Skill Formation

One of the goals of this paper is to compare subjective beliefs about the parameters
of the technology of skill formation with their objective counterparts. Having ex-
plained how we convert mothers’ answers into parameters of a subjective technology
of skill formation at the individual level, we now need to obtain the objective esti-
mates for the same parameters. However, we must tackle several issues to make the
comparison between the “subjective” and “objective” technology of skill formation
sensible.

First, we need to ensure the latent factors that enter the “objective” and “sub-
jective” technology of skill formation have cardinality and are measured with the
same metric. This will allow us to have meaningful comparisons of the estimates
of the “objective” and “subjective” models of skill formation. Second, while the
“subjective” technology of skill formation is estimated by manipulating exogenous
scenarios, estimating the “objective” technology requires accounting for the endo-
geneity of actual investments. Third, as mentioned above, we make the relatively
strong assumption that one can represent maternal subjective beliefs about the
child development process with a technology of skill formation that has a func-
tional form similar to the one we fit to the objective data, albeit the parameter
values are allowed to differ. Here we briefly discuss the first two issues.

To estimate the “objective” technology of skill formation, we use variation in
the child development and parental investment factor scores derived from the same
measurement system we used to design the hypothetical scenarios. Using the same
measurement system (see Appendix B) and the same data, we can scale the esti-
mated latent factors following the procedure discussed in Section 2.3. Therefore,
the objective factors’ scales are comparable to those used to estimate the “subjec-
tive” technology of skill formation, making the estimated parameters comparable.
We can therefore ask questions such as whether on average parents over or under-
estimate the productivity or usefulness of parental investment.

As for the endogeneity of parental investment, we use an IV approach which
requires the use of a valid instrument. As an instrument, we use the parenting stim-
ulation program, which was randomly allocated to half the towns in our sample.
We know the intervention affected parental investment over the period considered.
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It could be argued that the parenting stimulation program might have affected the
technology of skill formation directly and therefore the random assignment would
not be a valid instrument. However, Attanasio et al. (2020), who use a different set
of instruments, rule out this potential mechanism. Thus, random assignment to the
program is a valid instrument.

A final caveat should be mentioned. Attanasio et al. (2020) divide parental in-
vestment into time and material investments and estimate the effect of both compo-
nents onto child development. Although such a decomposition is conceptually easy
for the formulation of questions on beliefs, in practice it is hard because the num-
ber of scenarios grows exponentially with the number of inputs in the technology
of skill formation. Therefore, unlike Attanasio et al. (2020), we restrict ourselves
to an aggregate measure of investment, so to maintain comparability between the
estimates of the “objective” production function and those of the “subjective” one.

6 Estimating Production Functions

In this section, we present estimates of the parameters of the subjective technol-
ogy of skill formation. Next, to set a benchmark against which we can compare
the results obtained, we present estimates of the same functional form, which we
estimate on data on actual child development and parental investment. The latter
constitutes the objective technology of skill formation.

6.1 Subjective Technology of Skill Formation

Section 2 modeled parental investment as a function of individual preferences,
resources, and the subjective perception of the technology of skill formation. Section
5.1 discussed how, starting from an assumption about the subjective technology
of skill formation, we can estimate its parameters for each respondents, the vector
(µ̂i,0, µ̂i,1, µ̂i,2, µ̂i.3) in equation (9) or equation (10). In this section, we report the
results of this exercise.

The mother’s subjective technology of skill formation is defined by equation (9)
or, equivalently, by equation (10), which we reproduce for convenience:

lnHi,a,s,q =µ0,i + µ1,i lnHsha−1 + µ2,i lnXsx + µ3,i
[
lnHsha−1 lnXsx

]
+ (10)

E[εi|Ωi,H
sh
a−1,X

sx ] + ηi,a,sx,sh,q; sh, sx = H,L; q = e,m,h
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In equation (10), η represents measurement error. At the same time, the sub-
script q refers to the different outcomes considered in the scenario, in particular,
whether the outcome is represented by easy (e), medium (m), or hard (h) words.
We recall that we assume E[εi|Ωi,H

sh
a−1,X

sx ] = 0. As we have twelve observations,
we can estimate via OLS the coefficients µk,i,k = 0, 1, 2, 3, for each each mother i.

Our procedure, obtained with the Swamy (1970) estimator mentioned in Section
5.1 and described in detail in Appendix A.3, yields more precise estimates of the
coefficients of these equations. Similar results can be obtained with a factor model.5

Given the scaling of the relevant factors, these results can be compared to estimates
of the objective technology of skill formation obtained from data on actual child
development.

The individual coefficients of the subjective technology of skill formation are
summarised in Table 5. Our approach delivers a set of coefficients for the per-
ceived production function for each mother in our sample. As with our estimates
of subjective returns to parental investment, reported in Table 2, the estimated
perceived technologies of skill formation, which imposes some structure on these
returns, exhibit a considerable amount of heterogeneity.

In the first and third columns of Table 5, we report the average of the individual
level coefficients of two specifications for the technology of skill formation. The
specification in the first column assumes a Cobb Douglas form, forcing the µi,3
coefficients to zero, while the specification in the third column assumes a translog
specification as in equation (2). Below the average of each coefficient, we report
the standard deviation for that coefficient in the sample. These standard deviations,
therefore, represent the sample heterogeneity in perceived production functions,
rather than the precision of our estimates. In the second and fourth columns, we
report the fraction of coefficients in the sample which are estimated to be statisti-
cally significant (that is with a t-value greater than 2). As the individual coefficients
are estimated with 12 observations, the lack of precision of the individual estimates
is not too surprising.

For the Cobb-Douglas specification, we note that we do not impose constant re-
turns to scale and that the average effect of investment, that is, its marginal product,
is 0.077. They are (on average) much smaller than that on initial level of develop-
ment. The fraction of coefficients for parental investment with a t-value greater

5In equation (10), the µi’s are factors to be estimated whose loading factors are the variables
that define the scenarios and which, in our data, are observed.
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Table 5: Estimation of Subjective Technology of Skill Formation

Dependent Variable: Expected Log of Follow Up Development

Cobb-Douglas Fraction |t| > 2 Trans-log Fraction |t| > 2

Intercept
2.519

93.80%
2.175

80.76%(0.042) (0.056)

Log of Baseline Development 0.350

73.29%
0.468

66.37%(0.013) (0.018)

Log of Investment at Follow Up 0.077

44.42%
0.692

23.47%(0.005) (0.058)

Log of Investment at Follow Up x -0.212
20.50%Log of Baseline Development (0.019)

Observations: 1112.
Numbers in parentheses are not standard errors of the estimated coefficients, but the standard deviation
of the estimated coefficients in the sample.

than 2 is 44%, while it is 73% for the coefficient on H0.
Moving to the translog specification, we find that about 20% of the interaction

terms are significantly different from zero. This finding indicates that the Cobb-
Douglas case represents a good approximation (relative to the translog) for many
mothers. However, this result could be driven by the attempt to estimate four
coefficients with twelve observations.

6.2 Objective Production Function

As mentioned above, comparing the subjective and objective production functions
is straightforward because we assume they have the same functional form and,
importantly, the latent factors used in the estimation have the same metric. We can
then compare the objective and subjective functions by comparing the coefficients
of these functions. Therefore, in both cases, we estimate two specifications: a Cobb-
Douglas form and a translog form.

lnHi,a = δ0 + δ1 lnHi,a−1 + δ2 lnXi + δ3 [lnHi,a−1 lnXi] +β ′Zi + εi (11)

where Zi is a set of other observable variables that affect child development in
addition to initial conditions and parental investment and εi capture unobservable
factors. The Cobb-Douglas specification imposes δ3 = 0, (which corresponds to
µi,3 = 0).
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Among the Zi variables which enter the technology of child development in
addition to the initial conditions and parental investment, we consider mother’s
education attainment and IQ tests. Furthermore, we also control for children’s age
and gender. We utilize these variables to standardize the measurements used to
construct the developmental factors in our analyses of the subjective beliefs data.
Therefore, we must consider their effect on measured development and its relation
to the variables of interest. As discussed above, we interpret the fact that the
questions about the subjective perceptions refer to a hypothetical child as implying
an averaging of the Zi, so that the effects of these variables would be reflected in
the intercept of subjective production function, as represented in equation (10).

As we want to compare the parameters of the subjective and objective produc-
tion functions, we are particularly interested in identifying the structural parameters
that reflect the effect of the initial level of child development (at age a − 1) and
of parental investment on children subsequent development. To recover these pa-
rameters, we need to account for the potential endogeneity of parental investment.
To deal with this issue, for all specifications considered, we use a control function
approach where the variable excluded from the production function, but included
in the first stage for investment, is the random assignment to the stimulation in-
tervention whose impact was studied by the RCT. Attanasio et al. (2020) show that
the intervention increased parental investment substantially and, in their media-
tion analysis, argue that it did not have a direct effect on child development. This
evidence, therefore, makes it a valid instrument. The control function approach
allows us to easily consider the interaction between initial conditions and parental
investment with a single excluded instrument.

For the objective production function, we use data from the FU-I, when the
children’s ages correspond roughly to the ages used in describing the scenarios in
the beliefs questions. We report the estimates of the objective production function
in Table 6.

The first-stage results indicate that the treatment substantially increases parental
investment, as reported in Attanasio et al. (2020). These results also imply that
parents invest more in more developed children.

As for the second stage results, for the Cobb-Douglas specification, we remark
that the investment coefficient on children’s cognitive development is 0.154. The
coefficients on initial development is 0.391 Both coefficients are strongly significant.

For the translog specification, while the coefficient on initial development is
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Table 6: Objective Estimation of the Production Function

First Stage Second Stage
Cobb-Douglas Translog

Intercept
-0.443 2.390 2.480

(0.289) (0.066) (0.081)

Initial Development
0.314 0.391 0.359

(0.099) (0.027) (0.032)

Log of Parental
0.154 -0.025

(0.054) (0.107)

Log of Parental Investment 0.064

x Initial Development (0.033)

Treatment Assignment (dummy)
0.161

(0.039)

Control function
-0.123 -0.131

(0.055) (0.055)
Note: Dependent Variable for the Fist Stage is the Log of Investments at Follow Up and the Dependent Variable for the Second Stage is the Log of Follow Up Development.
The specifications control by mother’s age, education, depression and IQ (standardised Raven’s score) as well as gender and age of the child and wealth index (standardised).
Observations: 1112.



significantly different from zero, neither the coefficient on parental investment nor
that on the interaction term is significant, although the latter, is nearly significant.
Interestingly, the point estimate of the coefficient on the interaction term is esti-
mated to be positive, providing suggestive evidence that parental investment is
more productive on more developed children.

There are two reasons why the translog specification yields noisier estimates.
When we use the Cobb-Douglas formulation, for each parent i, we have six mo-
ments to identify µi,1 and an additional six moments to identify µi,2. Thus, we have
twelve moments to identify two parameters. When we move to the translog for-
mulation, we have three moments to identify µi,1, three to identify µi,2, and three
to identify µi,3. Thus, we have nine moments to identify three parameters. This
smaller number of moments is one factor that explains why our translog estimates
are noisier.

Additionally, the nine moments in the translog case are very similar, leading to
a higher correlation of these identifying moments than those in the Cobb-Douglas
case.6 This higher correlation is another factor contributing to the noisiness of the
translog estimates.

Finally, we note that the control function is strongly significant in all specifica-
tions, indicating that investment is, indeed, endogenous. The negative sign of the
control function coefficient suggests that ignoring the endogeneity of investment
reduces the estimated coefficient, a result consistent with Attanasio et al. (2020),
which can be interpreted as indicating compensating behavior by the parents.

6.3 Comparing Subjective and Objective Production Functions

A significant advantage of imposing the structure of the production function on
the subjective beliefs data is that we can now compare the productivity of parental
investment as estimated from actual data to that perceived by parents, an exercise
that was not possible by looking at the simple returns data reported in Table 1 or
in Figure 1. As we mentioned before, the beliefs variables we use to estimate the
subjective technology of skill formation are scaled so to make them comparable
with the estimates obtained on actual data: the average coefficients in Table 5 are
therefore directly comparable with the estimates in Table 6.

For the Cobb-Douglas specification, the comparison is easy, as the marginal
product of investment is constant and does not depend on the initial level of de-

6see Appendix C for a derivation of the identifying moments for both specifications.
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Table 7: Subjective and Objective Marginal Products of Parental Investment

Cobb-Douglas Translog

HL
a−1 HH

a−1

Subjective Production Function
0.077 0.122 0.039

[0.005] [0.007] [0.005]

Objective Production Function
0.154 0.148 0.173

(0.054) (0.054) (0.055)

Note: Number in parentheses are standard errors. The number in
square brackets are not standard errors but the standard deviation of
the subjective expectations coefficients in the estimation sample.
Observations: 1112.

velopment. Here the evidence is clear, on average, the coefficient on the subjective
Cobb-Douglas function is substantially lower than that in the objective functions
whose coefficients are reported in Table 6: 0.077, compared to 0.154. For ease of
comparison, we report these coefficients in Table 7.

For the translog specification, the comparison is slightly more complicated as
the marginal product of investment changes with baseline development. In particu-
lar, given the functional form, the expressions for the marginal product of parental
investments as a function of baseline development for the subjective and objective
production functions are given by:

reti(Hsha−1) =µ2,i + µ3,iH
sh ; sh = L,H (12)

retobj(Hsha−1) =δ2 + δ3H
sh ; sh = L,H

where the δ’s and the µ’s are taken from the estimates in Tables 5 and 6. For
Hsh , we use the two values corresponding to the low and high initial development
used in constructing the scenarios for the belief elicitation. We, therefore, report
the returns for the objective and (average) subjective translog production functions
computed at low and high baseline development in columns 2 and 3 of Table 7.

As with the Cobb-Douglas production function, we observe that the perceived
return to parental investment is considerably lower than the estimated objective
return. Furthermore, the difference is stronger when we add additional controls
to the objective production function. Finally, we notice that the difference between
objective and subjective estimates is larger at high levels of initial development than
at low levels.
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Figure 6: Subjective and Objective Marginal Products of Parental Investment
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While the results in Table 7 are interesting, they only report the returns for the
objective and subjective production functions for two values of the initial level of
development, albeit those that represent the scenarios in the beliefs questions. To
better compare the objective and subjective production functions, Figure 6 plots the
functions in equation (12) for both of them. On the left panel, we plot the returns
implied by the Cobb-Douglas specification, which do not vary with the initial level
of development and can be used as a reference point. On the right panel, we plot
the (average) subjective return with a dotted line along with the objective return
(solid line). We see that the return on the subjective production function is always
below that of the objective function. Moreover, the former is decreasing in Ha−1
while the other is increasing, indicating that in the objective production function
investment and initial conditions are complements, while they are perceived as
substitute in the subjective functions.

These results are consistent with anthropological evidence, such as that dis-
cussed in Lareau (2003), that claims that low-income parents might not be invest-
ing much in their young children because they do not see the usefulness of such
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interventions. Moreover, other evidence indicates that parents in disadvantaged
environments think of parental investment to be beneficial only to deal with emer-
gencies or adverse shocks (Putnam, 2015), which is consistent with a model where
the underestimation of the productivity of investment is less severe for children
with low baseline human capital.

6.4 How do the subjective coefficient vary?

Having estimated the parameters of the subjective technology of skill formation
for each mother in the sample, we now analyse whether these coefficients relate
to other variables. This exercise is similar to those reported in Table 3, except
that rather than considering the two simple returns that can be computed directly
from the beliefs data, we use the parameters of the subjective technology of skill
formation and, therefore, introduce more structure on the data, which allows us to
exploit efficiently all the information we have about individual beliefs.

In Table 8, we regress the estimated parameters of the subjective technology
of skill formation for the Cobb=Douglas specification (µi,1 and µi,2) on the same
set of observables used in Table 3: mother’s age, two indicators of education, a
depression index, the results of the Raven tests, and an indicator of the gender of
the target child and a treatment dummy.

As in Table 3, most variables are insignificantly different from zero. In that
table, we found that the expected return on children with high baseline development
positively correlated with the maternal IQ, as measured by the results of the Raven
test. Here, similarly, we find that the only significant variable in the regression
for µi,2, which measures the productivity of investment, is indeed the maternal
performance in the Ravn test.7.

Finally, we check whether the parameters of the subjective technology of skill
formation predict investment. To do so, we assume parents solve the following
maximization problem. Parent’s utility function is:

U (ci,hi,1, xi) = ln ci + (β+ ζi) lnhi,1 +Ziπ ln xi

7We do not report the results for the Translog specification, as they are much noisier and harder
to interpret, as discussed above. Effectively, however, no variable seems to be related to the µi,2 and
µi,3 coefficients
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Table 8: Subjective Estimates and SE characteristics: Cobb Douglas

µ1 µ2
Mother’s age 0.006 0.007

∗

(0.004) (0.004)

Mother’s education -0.015 -0.034

(primary) (0.095) (0.086)

Mother’s education -0.003 0.022

(secondary and more) (0.092) (0.081)

Mother’s depression -0.008 -0.041

(CES-D) (0.055) (0.061)

Mother’s IQ 0.013 0.132
∗∗∗

(standardized Raven’s score) (0.038) (0.037)

Dummy for Male -0.085 -0.107
∗

(0.064) (0.061)

Child’s age 0.031 -0.062

(0.136) (0.124)

Standardized Log of Baseline Development 0.024 0.033

(0.033) (0.032)

Wealth index (standardized) -0.041 0.004

(0.033) (0.035)

Treatment Assignment (dummy) -0.077 0.001

(0.064) (0.070)
Adjusted R2 -0.001 0.015

F 0.924 2.264

Observations 1112 1112

Note: Standard errors (in parentheses) are clustered at municipality level.
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

The parental utility function depends on household consumption (c), the child’s
human capital, and psychic benefits (or costs) of parental investments. Note that
the psychic benefits vary according to household characteristics Z. Parents face
two constraints: a budget constraint and a perceived production function of children
development. The budget constraint is:
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ci + pxi = yi

where p is the price of investment, and y is household income. As the metric we
use for parental investment is time, in our empirical analysis, p is the wage rate. 8

We assume that both the perceived and objective production function of child de-
velopment are of the Cobb-Douglas form. Investment is determined by the perceived
production function as well as by parental tastes and the budget constraint. Given
these assumptions, the investment function that solves this optimisation problem
satisfies the following equation:

pxi
yi − pxi

= βµi,2 +Ziπ+ ζi (13)

where Zi are several household controls.
Given this structure, to establish a relationship between investment and indi-

vidual beliefs, we estimate equation (13), where investment is measured by a factor
model using measurements collected at follow-up 1. As we are interested in the
relationship between subjective beliefs and investment, we focus. on the parameter
β. To estimate equation (13), we must address the fact that µi,2 is estimated and,
thus, it has errors. To do so, we derive a maximum likelihood estimator, which we
describe in detail in Appendix C.

Our estimate for β is 0.085 with a standard error of 0.008, thus indicating that
parental beliefs predict investments in our data. This result confirms that our mea-
sures of subjective beliefs are predictive of parental investment. The estimation
of a structural model of behavior allows to make more precise statements about
the role that beliefs play. It also validates the comparison between the objective
and subjective production function and the result that, on average, in our sample,
parents seem to underestimate the effectiveness of parental investment.

7 Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed a new method to elicit maternal beliefs about the
technology of skill formation. Our elicitation methodology allows us to directly
estimate subjective beliefs about the returns to investment under mild assumptions.
However, we go beyond and develop an analytical framework to generate and

8We estimate a Heckman selection model to address selection of caregivers’ participation in the
labor market.
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compare subjective and objective estimates of the technology of skill formation.
Our paper is the first to use data from the same population and to explore random
variation to a major parenting education program. In our context, we show that
mothers underestimate parental investment’s productivity severely.

We also show that our estimates of subjective beliefs about the productivity of
parental investment co-vary with actual investment. Parents who report higher
expected returns also tend to invest more in their children. This finding holds
when we use estimates of the beliefs about the rates of return or the parameters of
the subjective technology of skill formation.

Finally, our subjective expected returns are not higher in the group of mothers
that, a few years before the belief elicitation module was implemented, received a
stimulation intervention.

In the future, we think it is crucial to combine measures of subjective beliefs
with data on expenditure allocation within families to estimate parental prefer-
ences and how parental beliefs change over time and with experience. Finally, it
would be interesting to determine how parental beliefs might affect the allocation
of resources among different children.

Understanding parental behaviour and its determinants is critical to designing
effective interventions to foster the development of children living in adverse en-
vironments. This paper shows that parental beliefs are vital drivers of parental
behaviour. Therefore, characterising parental beliefs and their potential biases is
essential, both from a research and a policy point of view.
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A Appendix

A.1 Appendix 1. Item Response Theory

In what follows, we use the indexes i and k to denote, respectively, a child in
our sample and a word in the MLI-I or MLI-II instrument. We remind the reader
that the index j is used to denote one of the three latent factors relating to child
development at the beginning of the period, child development at the end of the
period, and parental investment. We define the single index w∗i,j,k in the following
way:

w∗i,j,k = αj,k,0 +α
′
j,k,1zi +βj,kmi,j,1 + εi,j,k

where εi,j,k ∼ N (0, 1), zi is a vector of observable variables (gender and age),
which are allowed to shift the index w∗i,j,k. The variable age is adjusted for the
age at which the observation i is done but centering it around ages 18 months,
so then, ai, which denote the logarithm of the child’s age, is equal to zero if the
observation of the MLI-I is done at age 18 months. The parameters αj,k,0 and βj,k
capture the difficulty level and information content of word k. The variable εi,j,k
is measurement error. With some mild assumptions about the distribution in the
cross section of mi,j,1, and assumptions about the distribution of error terms, it is
possible to identify the parameters αj,k,0, αj,k,1, and βj,k as well as the parameters
of the distribution of the factor (see Kotlarski (1967)).

Let wi,j,k ∈ {0, 1, 2} denote the observed score for child i in word k from the
MLI-I. The relationship between the score wi,j,k and the index w∗i,j,k is determined
by the following rule:

wi,j,k =


0, if w∗i,j,k 6 0,
1, if 0 < w∗i,j,k 6 cj,
2, if cj < w∗i,j,k

where cj is the cut-off constant in the ordered discrete variable model. Assume,
for now, that we observemi,j,1. LetΦ denote the CDF of a standard normal random
variable. Let Gi,j,k denote the contribution to the likelihood of observing score wi,j,k
for child i in word k is:

GMLI−Ii,j,k =
[
Φ
(
−αj,k,0 −α

′
j,k,1zi −βj,kmi,j,1

)]1(wi,j,k=0) ×[
Φ
(
cj −αj,k,0 −α

′
j,k,1zi −βj,kmi,j,1

)
−Φ

(
−αj,k,0 −α

′
j,k,1zi −βj,kmi,j,1

)]1(wi,j,k=1) ×[
1−Φ

(
cj −αj,k,0 −α

′
j,k,1zi −βj,kmi,j,1

)]1(wi,j,k=2)

Second, note that MLI- II and MLI-III are dichotomous variable. Therefore:

w∗i,j,k = αj,k,0 +α
′
j,k,1zi +βj,kmi,j,1 + εi,j,k
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where εi,j,k ∼ N (0, 1) .Let wi,j,k ∈ {0, 1} denote the observed score for child i in
word k from the MLI-II or MLI-III. It follows that:

wi,j,k =

{
0, if w∗i,j,k 6 0,
1, if w∗i,j,k > 0.

The contribution to the likelihood can be written as:

GMLI−IIi,j,k =
[
Φ
(
−αj,k,0 −α

′
j,k,1zi −βj,kmi,j,1

)]1(wi,j,k=0) ×[
1−Φ

(
−αj,k,0 −α

′
j,k,1zi −βj,kmi,j,1

)]1(wi,j,k=1)

and we can define a similar equation for the contribution to the likelihood for
GMLI−IIIi,j,k .

The data for MLI-I and MLI-II were collected at baseline. Therefore, depending
on the age of the child, we have data for MLI-I or for MLI-II, but never for both
instruments for the same child. Let the variable χi,j = 0 if the observation for
child i is from MLI-I and χi,j = 1 if the observation for child i is from MLI-II. The
contribution to the likelihood from child i and word k is:

GMLIi,j,k = 1
(
χi,j = 0

)
×GMLI−Ii,j,1 + 1

(
χi,j = 1

)
×GMLI−IIi,j,1

In our procedure, it is crucial to select words from the MLI instrument that are
informative and have different degrees of difficulty. One approach would be to
estimate the MLI IRT by itself and let the maximization algorithm find the optimal
values of the parameters of interest. We take a different approach. Because the
BSID-III is the “gold standard” in measuring child development, we add the BSID-
III to the IRT model for the MLI. In this sense, the parameters of the IRT model
are now related to the BSID-III. Therefore, informative items are items that also
correlate with the BSID-III. Difficult items are items who only the children with
high scores in the BSID-III (once we control for age and gender) can understand
and say. Therefore, although we only use the MLI in forming the beliefs elicitation
survey questionnaire, the items we choose have some information from the BSID-
III. In what follows, we describe how we use the BSID-III in our IRT model.

Unlike the MLI, the BSID-III is a continuous variable. Thus, let BSIDi,j,l denote
the observed score for child i in BSID-III subscale l. The relationship with the
variable mi,j,1 is captured by:

BSID− IIIi,j,l = αj,l,0 +α
′
j,l,1zi +βj,lmi,j,1 + ui,j,l
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where ui,j,l ∼ N
(
0,σ2l

)
. Therefore, the contribution to the likelihood is:

GBSID−III
i,j,l =

(
1

σl

)(
1√
2π

)
exp


(
BSID− IIIi,j,l −αj,l,0 −α

′
j,l,1zi −βj,lmi,j,1

)2
2σ2l


Finally, the likelihood takes into account the fact that mi,j,1 is not observed for

any child. Therefore, we must integrate out the distribution of mi,j,1:

Li =

∫ [ K∏
k=1

GMLIi,j,k

][
L∏
l=1

GBSID−III
i,j,l

]
f (m)dm (14)

And the likelihood function is

L =

N∏
i=1

∫
Li (15)

We can estimate the parameters of the IRT model by maximising the likelihood
(15).

Finally, we use the estimates for αj,k,0, αj,k,1 and βj,k, to estimate a child-specific
mi,j,1 by maximising the following function for each child i:

Li =

∫ [ K∏
k=1

GMLIi,j,k

]
f (m)dm (16)

Therefore, while we use the BSID-III to carefully select the words we use in
the beliefs elicitation survey instrument, we do not use the BSID-III to predict the
child’s Bartlett scores in the MLI instrument. We follow a similar procedure for the
IRT model for the MLI-III.

We also estimate an IRT model for parental investments (materials and activi-
ties). However, in the estimation of parental investments, we do not use the BSID-III
in any way. Similar to the analysis of the MLI, we use the output of the IRT model
to describe the scenarios of investments and to produce Bartlett scores of invest-
ments in time and material. These scores are then used as error-ridden measures
of parental investments in the estimation of the objective production function. We
have a third measure, directly reported by parents, that measure the amount of
time parents interact with the children on a given day.

A.2 Appendix 2. Beliefs Elicitation Survey Instrument

The final beliefs elicitation survey instrument was designed after extensive piloting
in which alternative wordings of the beliefs elicitation questions were tried. In
particular, we pilot multiple wordings to define a child with low or high levels of
child development at the beginning of the period, low and high levels of parental
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investments and levels of child development at the end of the period. During
the pilot, we also try different ways to elicit expectations of child development:
“What is the probability of a hypothetical child can say...?” “What is the minimum
and maximum age a hypothetical child can say...?”, “What is the minimum, the
medium and maximum age a hypothetical child can say...?” among others.

Before asking to mothers of each child of our sample the expectation about
child development for different scenarios for a hypothetical child, mothers were
trained in the equipment (wooden tablets) used for the elicitation questions. For
do so, we designed a practice module. Figure A.1 shows the scenarios presented to
mothers for which the aim is to elicit maternal subjective beliefs about the effect of
nutrition conditions (high and low: top and bottom in the diagram) on what age a
hypothetical baby (aged 4 months) would start to crawl, walk and run. The use of
different groups of physical activities with different levels of difficulty allows us to
investigate and address measurement error in maternal responses about expected
levels of physical activities. To indicate their answers, mothers used wooden tablets
that had been marked with different ages (from 6 to 48 months) at the top and that
contained a number of strings with a bead. Figure A.1 shows the two-scenarios
used in the practice module tablets for which the mothers reported the age a hypo-
thetical child would start to crawl, walk and run. For each set of physical activities
and scenario there was a string with a bead (in total 6 strings). The mother was
asked to put the bead at the age at which the hypothetical child would be able to
crawl, walk and run under a given scenario. During these practice questions, the
interviewer would point out to inconsistencies, if, for instance, the mother would
indicate that the hypothetical baby would start to run before starting to crawl or
she would indicate that a malnourished child (low nutrition) would run before a
well fed one. The point of this exercise was to familiarise the mothers with an
instrument that is not standard in field work and especially with a population with
low levels of education.
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Figure A.1: Beliefs Elicitation Survey Instrument: Practice module

The main module of the instrument to elicit maternal beliefs asks mothers to
report the expected level of child development at the end of the period. For each
of the four scenarios presented in Figure A.3, we asked the mother at what age a
hypothetical child would start saying 3 sets of words in that particular scenario. To
explain the scenarios to each mother, Figure A.2 was presented when explaining the
combinations of scenario pairs s in the set S = {(HL0 ,XL), (HL0 ,XH), (HH0 ,XL), (HH0 ,XH)}.
The scenario (HL0 ,XL) is represented by the low amount of time doing activities like
the ones shown at the left in Figure A.2 and low didactic materials like the ones
shown at the right bottom in Figure A.2, on the opposite, the scenario (HH0 ,XH) is
represented by the high amount of time doing activities like the ones shown at the
left in Figure A.2 and high didactic materials like the ones shown at the right top
in Figure A.2.

Figure A.2: Parental Investment: S = {(HL0 ,XL), (HL0 ,XH), (HH0 ,XL), (HH0 ,XH)}
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The three set of words were chosen to be easy, more difficult and even more
difficult. To indicate their answers, mothers used wooden tablets that had been
marked with different ages (from 9 to 48 months) at the top and that contained a
number of strings with a bead. For each set of words and a scenario there was a
string with a bead. At the end of the exercise each mother was presented with two
wooden tablets (left and right diagrams from Figure A.3) with the 12 strings and
beads and was asked whether she would want to revise any of the questions.

Figure A.3: Beliefs Elicitation Survey Instrument: child development elicitation
instrument

A.3 Appendix 3. Estimation of the Subjective Technology of Skill Formation

Here we describe how we ensure that the metric used to construct the hypothetical
scenario and their outcomes is comparable to that used to scale the data used to
estimate the objective production function.

A.3.1 Using the measurement system to design scenarios

The beliefs questions are framed to elicit mothers’ beliefs about the age at which
a hypothetical child can understand or say three groups of three words, chosen
on the basis of the difficulty and salience parameters of an estimated latent factor
model under different scenarios. To convert the answers to such a question into
a developmental index we use the factor model estimated on the baseline data, as
explained in section 2.2. As we mentioned above, such a model includes all the
MLI words and the BSI-III.

The relationship between child i ’s development and their ability to say word
jk is described by a probit (or an order probit) model, where this ability is affected
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the factor θi through an index mjk∗
i = αjk + βjkθi + ε

jk
i , where k = e,m,h refers

to words that are easy, medium and hard and jk refers to the specific words in
category k.

Given the words used in the beliefs questions, we define a variable dki for child
i to be equal to 1 if the child can say all the three words considered in category
k. The probability that such a variable is 1 for child i with development θi will be
given by:

Pr
(
dki = 1

)
=

 3∏
j=1

[
1−Φ

(
−Zjki

)] (17)

Let θ̂k denote the prediction of the factor θ implied by our latent factor model
when Pr (dq = 1) = 0.5. Notice that, given the scaling we have described in section
3.1.1, this prediction is measured in terms of the developmental age at which the
median child already know the words with difficulty level q :

ln τq = θ̂q (18)

Equation 18 is key for converting the elicited ages under different scenarios to
developmental outcomes. We focus on the estimates obtained using equation (17),
which uses the words in the latent factor model that are included in the beliefs
elicitation questions.

A.3.2 Developmental delays and perceived rates of return to investment

Up to now we have not used the data on elicited beliefs. We now transform mater-
nal answers to the beliefs questions into measurements of maternal beliefs about
child development given a specific scenario, expressed in terms of the developmen-
tal age, as defined in the previous section.

As discussed above, we have four possible scenarios, s = 1, 2, 3, 4, and, for
each scenario, we have questions about the age at which the child will be able
to use three different sets of words, which differ in terms of their difficulty, q =
e,m,h. Let ai,s,q denote the age reported by mother i for the set in which the
word difficulty-level q and the scenario is s. Define maternal beliefs about the
developmental delay for scenario s and word difficulty-level q,di,s,q, as follows:

di,s,q = ai,s,q − τq (19)

where τq is defined by equation (18). For instance, assume that τe = 21, so that
the median child in our baseline sample has already learned the easy words by
age 21 months. Suppose, additionally, that mother i states that for scenario s = 4

the hypothetical child she refers to will learn the ”easy” words at age 25 months,
so that ai,4,e = 25. In this example, mother i ’s beliefs about developmental delay
implied by the 4 th scenario is 4 months, so that di,4,e = 4. In other words, mother
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i ’s beliefs that this hypothetical child is 4 months behind in terms of the median
child.

Finally, given that we have three categories of words (easy, medium and hard
q = e,m,h), and we define a benchmark age τq for each group, we want to re-scale
developmental delays in terms of a unique benchmark. Let T denote an arbitrary
age, which could be appropriate for our sample. In particular, in what follows we
will set T = 36. We can then derive the maternal expectations about end-of-period
child development for each scenario as follows:

lnHi,1,s,q = ln
(
τ− di,s,q

)
(20)

Notice that this procedure yields one measure of developmental age for each
set of words, q ∈ {e,m,h} (easy, medium and difficult words). These can be seen
as different measures of the same theoretical concepts and we use them as such in
the last step of our approach.

The expressions in equation (20) are used to construct subjective beliefs about
the return to investment across different scenarios s. In what follows, we discuss
individual perceptions of returns to parental investment and their complementarity
with initial conditions. We therefore characterise beliefs about the returns to invest-
ment when the initial conditions are high and when they are low. The former can
be obtained from equation (20) as:

ri,q

(
HH0

)
= lnHi,1,1,q − lnHi,1,2,q, (21)

while the latter is computed as:

ri,q

(
HL0

)
= lnHi,1,3,q − lnHi,1,4,q. (22)

A.3.3 Consistency of Scenarios and Data

Before we describe the estimator we use to recover individual belief parameters, we
briefly provide additional details that explain an important feature of our analysis
to ensure comparability in location and scale between inputs in the estimation of
the objective technology of skill formation and the hypothetical scenarios we use
in the estimation of subjective parameters.

The scenario lnHsh is derived from words that we selected from the MLI instru-
ment. However, the MLI is only one of the four measurements of child develop-
ment at the beginning of the period. Thus, to impose consistency in location and
scale, we proceed in the following way.

First, we compute the values for the scenarios from the MLI using the IRT
analysis.

Second, we conduct an IV regression in which the BSID scores are the depen-
dent variable and the MLI is the predictor variable. The IV regression is necessary
because, under the assumptions of our measurement system, the OLS estimator is
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biased and inconsistent. We then use the results from the IV regression to predict
the values for the scenarios for BSID.

Third, we predict lnHsh using the same four variables, and the same prediction
rule (i.e., Bartlett), that we used to generate factors scores of lnHi,0, which we use
in the estimation of the objective technology.

Fourth, we ensure that the location and scale of lnHsh are exactly the same as
in the factor scores for lnHi,0.

We execute the same steps for the scenarios of lnXsx . Next, we provide the
formulas for the Swamy (1970) estimator.

A.3.4 Swamy estimator

We can use Swamy (1970)’s estimator to obtain, for each household, an efficient
estimator for the vector µi = (µi,0,µi,1,µi,2,µi,3). This approach is efficiently equiv-
alent to a GLS estimator. Let µ̂i denote the Swamy’s estimator.

Before we proceed, we introduce some notation. Let ln Hi,1 denote the vector
of maternal subjective beliefs reports. Note that, for each one of the three sets of
words q, mothers provide answers to four scenarios s. Therefore, ln Hi,1 is a vector
with twelve rows for each mother. Similarly, let i denote the vector of measurement
error in maternal reports. Let Zs = (1, lnHsh , lnXsx , lnHsh lnXsx) denote the values
for the scenarios. Thus, Zs is a vector with four columns. We can arrange the
information in a matrix Z which has twelve rows and four columns. This matrix
Z has two properties. First, it does not vary across mothers. Second, the rows 1

to 4 are identical to rows 5 to 8 as well as rows 9 to 12 as the description of the
scenarios are identical across word difficulty level q.

Let T denote the number of measures for each mother. Let L denote the dimen-
sion of the vector µi. In our case, T = 12 and L = 4. The first step is to run an OLS
regression for each i = 1, ...,N:

µ̃i = (Z ′Z)−1(Z ′ln Hi,1)

σ̃2i =
η̃ ′iη̃i
T − L

Ṽi = σ̃2i (Z
′Z)−1

The estimators µ̃i, σ̃2i , and Ṽi are used as inputs in the second step which com-
putes µ̄ = 1

N

∑N
i=1 µ̃i and estimates:

Υ̂ =
1

N− 1
[

N∑
i=1

µ̃iµ̃
′
i −Nµ̄µ̄

′] −
1

N

N∑
i=1

Ṽi

Π̂i = σ̃2i I+ZΥ̂Z
′

Then, we can efficiently estimate the first two moments of the distribution of
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the vector µi: the mean, E(µi), and the variance, Var(µi):

E(µi) = (

N∑
i=1

Z ′Π̂iZ)
−1(

N∑
i=1

Z ′Π̂iln Hi,1)

Var(µi) =
1

N

N∑
i=1

(Υ̂+ Ṽi)
−1

The third step is to derive an efficient linear estimator of µ̂i. To do so, we follow

Judge et al. (1985). Let Ai =
(
Υ̂−1 + Ṽ−1

i

)−1
Υ̂−1:

µ̂i = E(µi) + Υ̂Z
′
(
σ̃2i I+ZΥ̂Z

′
)−1

(ln Hi,1 −ZE(µi))

Var(µ̂i) = Var(µi) + (I−Ai)
[
Ṽ−1
i − Var(µi)

]
(I−Ai)

′

B Estimation of the Objective Technology of Skill Formation

In this appendix, we describe the procedure to estimate the technology of skill
formation objectively. Our goal is to compare subjective beliefs against objective
estimates of the equation (11) in Section 6.2. There are two problems that we must
address: measurement error (in factor scores) and the endogeneity of investments.

B.1 Prediction of Factor Scores

Let mi,lnH0,k denote continuous error-ridden measures of the natural log of child
development at the beginning of the period produced by child assessment instru-
ment k, for k = 1, ...,K. As described in Section 3.2, we have three continuous
subscales of the BSID-III (cognition, expressive language, and receptive language),
and the estimation of the MLI data with the IRT model in Appendix A.1 produces
an additional continuous scale of expressive language development. Therefore, we
have K = 4 continuous measures of child development at the beginning of the pe-
riod. Furthermore, we have fixed the measures’ location and scale in age-equivalent
scores:

mi,lnH0
= ΓlnH0,0 + Γ

′
lnH0,1zi + ΓlnH0,2 lnHi,0 + Ξi,lnH0

(23)

We write the equation in vector form, so mi,lnH0
is a vector of dimension K = 4

and so are ΓlnH0,0, ΓlnH0,2. Ξi,lnH0
. Also, ΓlnH0,1 is a (4x2) matrix. The same data are

available for child development at the end of the period. Thus:

mi,lnH1
= ΓlnH1,0 + Γ

′
lnH1,1zi + ΓlnH1,2 lnHi,1 + Ξi,lnH1

(24)

We could fix the intercepts to zero and factor loadings to one in equations (23)
and (24) because our measures have well-defined location and scale. However, we
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adopt a less aggressive approach. Consistent with our methodology, we only do so
for the BSID-III expressive language scale, which is also highly correlated with the
MLI. Thus, we do not restrict the values of any of the remaining measures of child
development at any period.

The IRT analysis of the FCI instrument and time spent with children in activ-
ities, explained in Appendix A.1, produces two continuous measures of parental
investments. The time use data from the time diaries produces a third measure of
parental investments. Therefore:

mi,lnX = ΓlnX,0 + Γ
′

lnX,1zi + ΓlnX,2 lnXi + Ξi,lnX (25)

The objective estimation of the technology of skill formation has three steps. In
the first step, we factor analyze equations (23, 24, and 25) separately. Then, we use
estimated intercepts, factor loadings, and variances of the factors, to generate the
factor scores:

θ̂i =
(
Γ ′θΣ−1

` Γθ
)−1 (

Γ ′θΣ−1
` mi,`

)
(26)

where Σ−1
` is the variance of factor θ̂i and θ̂i = ln Ĥi,0, ln Ĥi,1, ln X̂i. Note that:

θ̂i = θi +
(
Γ ′θΣ−1

` Γθ
)−1 (

Γ ′θΣ−1
` Ξi,θ

)
(27)

Because the measurement error has a mean equal to zero, it follows that the first
moment of the Bartlett factor scores is an unbiased estimator of the first moment
of the actual factor:

E
(
θ̂i
)
= E (θi) . (28)

However, the second moment of θ̂i is biased because the variance of the measure-
ment error is not zero. In fact, the bias is a function of the factor loadings and
variances of the measurement error, which we estimate as part of the factor analy-
sis:

E
(
θ̂2i

)
= E

(
θ2i

)
+
(
Γ ′θΣ−1

` Γθ
)−1 . (29)

B.2 Endogeneity of Investments

Next, consider the policy function for investments:

ln X̂i = ρ0 + ρ1 ln Ĥi,0 + ρ2di + ζi (30)

where di is the random assignment to treatment and ζi is the error term potentially
correlated with νi. Suppose that we estimate the first-stage regression (30) using
the factor scores for investments and human capital at baseline via OLS. Let P =
(ρ0, ρ1, ρ2) and R̃i =

(
1, ln Ĥi,0,di

)
. Then:

P̃ = (R̃ ′R̃)−1(R̃ ′ ln X̂)
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Unfortunately, P̃ is an inconsistent estimator of P because ln Ĥi,0 is an error-ridden
measure of lnHi,0. To fix on the important ideas, note that:

R̃ ′R̃ =

 1 1
N

∑N
i=1 ln Ĥi,0 1

N

∑N
i=1 di

1
N

∑N
i=1 ln Ĥi,0 1

N

∑N
i=1 ln Ĥ2i,0

1
N

∑N
i=1 di ln Ĥi,0

1
N

∑N
i=1 di

1
N

∑N
i=1 di ln Ĥi,0 1

N

∑N
i=1 d

2
i

 (31)

The inconsistency in the OLS estimator is due to the term 1
N

∑N
i=1 ln Ĥ2i,0 be-

cause, as illustrated in (29), the quadratic term includes variation due to the true

factor and the measurement error. To account for this bias, let ∆H0
=
(
Γ ′H0

Σ−1
H0
ΓH0

)−1
,

and define matrix B1 as:

B1 =

0 0 0

0 ∆H0
0

0 0 0

 (32)

Next, define R ′R = R̃ ′R̃−B1. Then, let P̂ denote the consistent estimator:

P̂ = (R ′R)−1(R̃ ′ ln X̂) (33)

We use P̂ to estimate the parameters of the first-stage regression (30). We use the
estimated parameters and the observations on investments, child development at
baseline, and the random assignment to treatment to estimate the error term ζi:

ζ̂i = ln X̂i − ρ̂0 − ρ̂1 ln Ĥi,0 − ρ̂2di (34)

Note that ζ̂i is a function of ln X̂i and ln Ĥi,0. Thus, it inherits measurement errors
from these variables.

Next, we use ζ̂i to account for the endogeneity of investments in the technology
of skill formation (11). Let ffi = (δ0, δ1, δ2, δ3, δ4)

′ and Ψi =
(
1, ln Ĥi,0, ln X̂i, ln Ĥi,0 ln X̂i, ζ̂i

)
,

so that we can write the technology of skill formation (11) in the following form:

ln Ĥi,1 = Ψiδ+ νi

To save on notation, let ŷi = ln Ŷi. Consider the matrix A = Ψ̃ ′Ψ̃:

A =


1 1

N

∑N
i=1 ĥi,0

1
N

∑N
i=1 x̂i

1
N

∑N
i=1 x̂iĥi,0

1
N

∑N
i=1 ζ̂i

1
N

∑N
i=1 ĥi,0

1
N

∑N
i=1 ĥ

2
i,0

1
N

∑N
i=1 x̂iĥi,0

1
N

∑N
i=1 x̂iĥ

2
i,0

1
N

∑N
i=1 ζ̂iĥi,0

1
N

∑N
i=1 x̂i

1
N

∑N
i=1 ĥi,0x̂i

1
N

∑N
i=1 x̂

2
i

1
N

∑N
i=1 x̂

2
i ĥi,0

1
N

∑N
i=1 ζ̂ix̂i

1
N

∑N
i=1 x̂iĥi,0

1
N

∑N
i=1 x̂iĥ

2
i,0

1
N

∑N
i=1 x̂

2
i ĥi,0

1
N

∑N
i=1 x̂

2
i ĥ
2
i,0

1
N

∑N
i=1 ζ̂ix̂iĥi,0

1
N

∑N
i=1 ζ̂i

1
N

∑N
i=1 ζ̂iĥi,0

1
N

∑N
i=1 ζ̂ix̂i

1
N

∑N
i=1 ζ̂ix̂iĥi,0

1
N

∑N
i=1 ζ̂

2
i


Define:
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∆H0
=
(
Γ ′H0

Σ−1
H0
ΓH0

)−1
∆X =

(
Γ ′XΣ−1

X ΓX
)−1

Following our discussion above, each matrix A’s cell with a quadratic term
carries terms that represent the variation due to measurement error. Therefore,
we need to derive these terms and propose a matrix that accounts for this excess
variation. In addition, note that ζ̂i inherits measurement errors from ln X̂i and
ln Ĥi,0. Therefore, expressions in which ζ̂i multiplies ln X̂i or ln Ĥi,0 also are biased
because of the excess variance from these errors. Let aj,k denote the element in row
j and column k in the matrix A = Ψ̃ ′Ψ̃. All of the following elements are corrupted
by excess variation: a2,2, a2,4, a2,5, a3,3, a3,4, a3,5, a4,2, a4,3, a4,4, a4,5, a5,2, a5,3, a5,4,
a5,5. Next, we derive the probability limit of each one of these elements, and use
this derivation to construct a matrix B2 that accounts for the excess variation due
to measurement error.

plim
N→∞

1

N

N∑
i=1

ĥ2i,0 = E
(
h20

)
+∆H0

plim
N→∞

1

N

N∑
i=1

x̂iĥ
2
i,0 = E

(
xh20

)
+ E (x)∆H0

plim
N→∞

1

N

N∑
i=1

ζ̂iĥi,0 = −ρ1∆H0

plim
N→∞

1

N

N∑
i=1

x̂2i = E
(
x2
)
+∆X

plim
N→∞

1

N

N∑
i=1

x̂2i ĥ0,i = E
(
x2h0

)
+ E (h0)∆X

plim
N→∞

1

N

N∑
i=1

ζ̂ix̂i = E
(
ζ2
)
+∆X

plim
N→∞

1

N

N∑
i=1

x̂2i ĥ
2
0,i = E

(
x2h20

)
+ E

(
x2
)
∆H0

+ E
(
h20

)
∆X +∆H0

∆X

plim
N→∞

1

N

N∑
i=1

ζ̂ix̂iĥi,0 = E (ζxh0) + E (h0)∆X − ρ1E (x)∆H0
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plim
N→∞

1

N

N∑
i=1

ζ2i = E
(
ζ2
)
+∆X + ρ

2
1∆H0

Now, define the matrix B2 as:

B2 =


0 0 0 0 0

0 ∆H0
0 E (x)∆H0

−ρ1∆H0

0 0 ∆X E (h0)∆X ∆X
0 E (x)∆H0

E (h0)∆X E
(
x2
)
∆H0

+ E
(
h20
)
∆X +∆H0

∆X E (h0)∆X − ρ1E (x)∆H0

0 −ρ1∆H0
∆X E (h0)∆X − ρ1E (x)∆H0

∆X + ρ
2
1∆H0


For the Cobb-Douglas case:

B2 =


0 0 0 0

0 ∆H0
0 −ρ1∆H0

0 0 ∆X ∆X
0 −ρ1∆H0

∆X ∆X + ρ
2
1∆H0


Let Ψ ′Ψ denote the excess-variation adjusted matrix:

Ψ ′Ψ = Ψ̃ ′Ψ̃−B2.

Consider the consistent estimator δ̂:

δ̂ =
(
Ψ ′Ψ

)−1 (
Ψ̃ ′ lnH1

)
(35)

B.3 Monte Carlo

We assessed the quality of our estimation methodology with a Monte Carlo sim-
ulation. We set N = 12,000 and we conducted S = 500 simulations of the model.
Appendix Table B.1 compares three different estimators. The first is the infeasible
estimator that uses the actual factors in the estimation of the model’s parameters.
The second is the feasible inconsistent estimator that does not account for the excess
variance due to measurement error. The third is the feasible consistent estimator
that uses the formulas (33) and (35) for the first and second stages, respectively.
Note that the infeasible and feasible consistent estimators recover the true param-
eter values, but the feasible inconsistent estimator does not.

C Accounting for Measurement Error in Beliefs

In this section, we describe how we account for measurement error in beliefs in our
analysis of the association between investments and beliefs. First, we describe the
Cobb-Douglas case. Second, we describe the translog case.
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Table B.1: Monte Carlo Simulation

First Stage
Parameters Unfeasible Feasible Inconsistent Feasible Consistent

True Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD
ρ0 0.500 0.499 0.030 0.550 0.029 0.498 0.032

ρ1 0.250 0.250 0.016 0.216 0.015 0.250 0.018

ρ2 1.000 1.000 0.026 1.002 0.027 1.002 0.027

Second Stage
Parameters Unfeasible Feasible Inconsistent Feasible Consistent

True Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD
δ0 1.000 0.999 0.041 1.108 0.043 1.003 0.046

δ1 0.500 0.501 0.022 0.428 0.021 0.500 0.025

δ2 0.700 0.700 0.029 0.675 0.030 0.698 0.031

δ3 -0.100 -0.101 0.008 -0.085 0.008 -0.100 0.009

δ4 N/A 0.693 0.028 0.661 0.029 0.693 0.029

C.1 Cobb-Douglas Case

Let xi denote parental investments. Suppose that the perceived production function
is Cobb-Douglas. Then, consider the following regression equation:

xi = βµ̂i,2 +Ziπ+ ζi (36)

Let Ωi denote the mother’s information set. Let s and q denote the scenario (of
investments and human capital at baseline) and elicitation item (difficulty level of
the words). Note that:

lnHi,1,s,q = µi,0 + µi,1 lnHi,0 + µi,2 lnXi + εi,1,s,q

For scenario (1) and word q, this equation reads:

lnHi,1,1,q = µi,0 + µi,1 lnHi,0 + µi,2 lnXi + εi,1,1,q

For scenario (2), it is:

lnHi,1,2,q = µi,0 + µi,1 lnH0 + µi,2 lnX+ εi,1,2,q

Next, consider the difference ∆i,2,1,q = lnHi,1,2,q − lnHi,1,1,q. Note that:
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∆i,2,1,q(
lnX− lnX

) = µi,2 +
εi,1,2,q − εi,1,1,q(

lnX− lnX
)

Note that we can define ∆i,4,3,q = lnHi,1,4,q − lnHi,1,3,q. Then:

∆i,4,3,q(
lnX− lnX

) = µi,2 +
εi,1,4,q − εi,1,3,q(

lnX− lnX
)

This derivation shows that ∆i,2,1,q and ∆i,4,3,q are measures of µi,2. The first
measure conditions on the low value of H0, while the second conditions on the high
value. In our empirical analyses, we consider three measurement-error models.
The first model only uses the first set of measures for the three groups of words.
The second model only uses the second set of measures for the three groups of
words. The third model uses both sets of moments. However, we also include an
error term that is specific to each type of measurement equation. Indeed, we arrive
at this model by proposing:

εi,1,2,q − εi,1,1,q =
(
lnX− lnX

) (
α2,qτi,2 + νi,2,1,q

)
(37)

Note that τi,2 is an error term that is specific to the first set of measures. In
contrast, we define the error term τi,3 by using the second set of measures:

εi,1,4,q − εi,1,3,q =
(
lnX− lnX

) (
α3,qτi,3 + νi,4,3,q

)
(38)

Therefore, the third model has three factors: µi,2, τi,2, and τi,3. For completeness,
we write the full model here:

∆i,2,1,q(
lnX− lnX

) = µi,2 +α2,qτi,2 + νi,2,1,q (39)

∆i,4,3,q(
lnX− lnX

) = µi,2 +α3,qτi,3 + νi,4,3,q (40)

In addition, each model includes equation (36). Cunha et al. (2005) discuss iden-
tification of these models. We estimate their parameters via maximum likelihood.

C.2 Translog Case

Next, suppose that the perceived production function is translog. Then, consider
the regression equation:
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xi = β (µ̂i,2 + µ̂i,3 lnHi,0) +Ziπ+ ζi (41)

Again, we aim to estimate the parameter β. The inclusion of µi,3 requires us to
use both sets of differences. Indeed, the model is:

∆i,2,1,q(
lnX− lnX

) = µi,2 + µi,3 lnH0 +
εi,1,2,q − εi,1,1,q(

lnX− lnX
) (42)

∆i,4,3,q(
lnX− lnX

) = µi,2 + µi,3 lnH0 +
εi,1,4,q − εi,1,3,q(

lnX− lnX
) (43)

A sufficient condition for identification is to assume that the error term εi,1,s,q is
independent across scenarios s and words q. In this case, the system of seven equa-
tions identify the joint distribution of µi,2 and µi,3. To understand why the model
is identified, manipulate the system above to obtain the following measurement
equations:

yi,2,q ≡
lnH0∆i,2,1,q − lnH0∆i,4,3,q(
lnX− lnX

) (
lnH0 − lnH0

) = µi,2 +
lnH0∆εi,2,1,q − lnH0∆εi,4,3,q(

lnX− lnX
) (

lnH0 − lnH0
) (44)

yi,3,q ≡
∆i,4,3,q −∆i,2,1,q(

lnX− lnX
) (

lnH0 − lnH0
) = µi,3 +

∆εi,4,3,q −∆εi,2,1,q(
lnX− lnX

) (
lnH0 − lnH0

) , (45)

where ∆εi,k ′,k,q = εi,1,k ′,q − εi,1,k,q. Unfortunately, yi,2,q and yi,3,q can be highly
correlated. For example, if lnH0 = 1 and lnH0 = −1. In this case, the correlation
between yi,2,q and yi,3,q is minus one.
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